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Preface
Dear Reader,
An unusual picture indeed on the front page of this annual
report. Needless to say, 2020 was no ordinary year. Twothirds of ILVO’s staff had to work from home all year long.
For the one-third still coming to work in the labs, in the
stables and on our trial fields, it was a year of wearing face
masks all day, maintaining social distancing and constant
hand sanitizing.
Nevertheless, we at ILVO have managed to pull through, in
contrast to some fellow research institutions abroad that
sometimes had to shut down completely. The expertise
of the microbiologists within our organization, with Lieve
Herman at the helm, guided us through this health crisis. At
the beginning of the first lockdown, we immediately got to
work with a team of volunteers sewing a few thousand cloth
face masks. This allowed us to keep our doors open. Even
better, we were also spared from having to put any of the
440 staff members paid by ILVO’s Own Capital on temporary
leave.
An increased pace of the internal ILVO newsletter and a
variety of staff initiatives from the different departments, are
some of the new ways in which we tried to stay connected.
Despite all of these challenges, 2020 was a very creative and
fruitful year.
On the front page of this annual report you can see the
cornerstone being laid for InnovOcean, the new building
under construction on the ILVO sites in Ostend. InnovOcean
will be the new home for our colleagues from ILVO’s Marine
department and from VLIZ, the Flemish Institute for Study of
the Sea. This is ILVO’s largest investment and building project
ever.
We have launched grand plans for Merelbeke and Melle
as well. With a new ILVO agrifood research landscape, we
have the ambition to realize an innovative food landscape
analogous to a number of food landscapes abroad. In

addition to our intense efforts to construct an energy- and
climate-friendly infrastructure, we aim to maximize the
potential of our sites in terms of climate, water buffering,
biodiversity, energy-friendliness, connection with local
residents, recreation, slow roads, etc. Together with this, we
have taken a significant step toward making our agricultural
operations even more sustainable through the appointment
of a new full-time farm manager. An additional aspect within
this framework is our new structural collaboration with a
farm in Hansbeke, where we can farm some 50 hectares
according to agroecological principles.
Research in 2020 was also abundantly fruitful at ILVO. We
updated our research strategy under the heading ‘5G for
agriculture and food’. In Dutch, the ‘G’ stands for Gezondheid:
Health. 5G therefore means 5x Health because, in addition
to Healthy agricultural production, we strive for Healthy
processing, a Healthy environment, Healthy consumption
and Healthy socio-economic relationships. Again, a number
of research projects were funded by various governmental
bodies, from local municipalities to the European Union.
This annual report gives you a good overview of our research
activities. Upon request of our supervising Minister Hilde
Crevits, a number of themes received extra attention: new
business models, short chain food initatives, farmer wellbeing, and protein diversification.
As you can see, despite the challenges of the pandemic, ILVO
did not falter or fall. For this I express my sincere thanks
to all our employees for the extra effort they have made,
each in their own way, over the past year. And finally, I am
also exceptionally proud of the unprecedented positive
results from the biennial personnel survey.
This shows once again that ILVO employees
find that their work is particularly socially
relevant and that they really enjoy working
here!
Joris Relaes
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Mission & Vision
2008, 2015, AND TODAY: Staying ahead of the curve

Foundations hold firm

Ten lines of Research

More than five years ago, the ILVO vision text ‘Towards 2020
and beyond’ described the challenges and trends facing
Flemish agriculture, commercial fisheries and the entire
agrifood complex. The changing climate, depletion of
natural resources, quantitative and qualitative food problems
(malnutrition, obesity, hunger), the delicate balance between
agriculture and nature, the global, European and Flemish
ambitions to become more sustainable (SDGs, Flanders
Vision 2050, etc.), the desire for circularity, the pressure on
farms and farmers, the breakneck speed of technological
evolution, the increasing polarization and globalization, and
on and on... Today the challenges appear the same and yet
even more urgent.

The old fundamental pillars did not need to change. Indeed,
they have become even more solidly anchored:

Adding two new themes for a total of ten, these themes are
a perfect mirror of our mission for the ILVO stakeholders.
ILVO’s ultimate strategic goal is to possess and develop
in-depth knowledge and expertise as a tool for all those
working on sufficient, balanced, safe, secure, sustainable,
delicious food and bio-economy products.

•

Food research remains central to ILVO.

•

In order to secure the food supply and production, ILVO
continues to focus on society’s need for innovation,
adequate know-how, applied expertise and thorough
practical knowledge. This need exists in both the
primary and secondary sectors that process agricultural
and marine products.

•

We continue to advocate the added value of a thorough
system approach. This forces our researchers to clarify
the complex interactions in the agro-ecosystem, the
context and the influences of many external parameters
on a particular research object. This makes the research
results more accurate and relevant.

•

Transdisciplinarity and an integrated approach
have become a reflexive response. We still consider
cooperation with practitioners (tacit knowledge)
a special asset. ILVO wants to be at the forefront
demonstrating what a new approach, cultivation,
process, analysis or system does - and sometimes does
not - bring.

In 2020 ILVO updated its Strategic Vision.

•

The ILVO values ‘Working together, Being an example,
Proactivity, Professionalism and contagious Positivity’
are deeply rooted in the work culture.

In order to provide maximum support to the agriculture,
fisheries and food sectors and to society with useful
applicable knowledge, we have redesigned our research lines.

This renewed vision statement starts with the origin of the
raw materials: Which crops come from the soil, and how?
What originates in the stables? And what comes from the
sea? (themes 1, 2 and 3).
Three specific contextual challenges around exploitation of
those raw materials require a separate set of attention and
expertise: Climate change as a factor that the food system
must address via adaptation and resilience that mitigates
the effects well enough to stay viable (theme 4); introducing
sustainable, well-distributed profitability into the system
as a condition for long-term vitality (theme 5); and the
availability of physical and mental space for the agrifood
chain where drastic shifts must be allowed to unfold (theme
6).
Three trends – or rather trains – that ILVO does not want to
miss: protein diversification (theme 7), big data and precision
technology (theme 8) and the race to form closed loop and
bio-economy chains (theme 9).
The most comprehensive 10th theme, where all the other
themes culminate, is about healthy food in a multi-faceted
perspective.
In this annual report you can read the abridged version of
the new ILVO Strategic Vision.
The full text can be found at www.ilvo.vlaanderen.be.
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ILVO VISION
Sustainable crop production is essentially about striving
for high quality production levels with fewer inputs while
simultaneously ensuring the long-term health of the
most important production resource: healthy soil. Finding
recipes for improving agricultural soils in terms of quality
and ecosystem functions goes hand in hand with efforts
to improve the health of the plant (or crop) and to make
cultivation systems more sustainable. Healthy plants are
plants with an optimal nutritional balance and with the
capacity to respond resiliently to numerous external
influences.
•
•
•
•
•
•

data-driven
sustainable soil management
more carbon storage
multiple ecosystem services
soil microbiome
control of plant pathogens requires increasingly faster
methodology
• multidisciplinary focus on weeds
• cultivation systems: leaving polarization behind
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Healthy soil
and crops

The United Nations declared 2020 the International Year of Plant
Health (IYPH). But then everything revolved around human health.
Planned in-person events and conferences with networking
opportunities could no longer happen. Nevertheless, many
projects were carried out that can contribute to making our plant
production more sustainable. That means less input while taking
care of the long-term health of the most important production
resource: a healthy soil. Everyone now understands how important
it is to identify new control strategies and implement them in the
plant sector in a timely way to control emerging plant pathogens
and pests. These threats are a result of climate change and everincreasing international trade movements, among other things.

Last summer, under draconian guidelines but still in person, some
100 interested people came to visit with our new agroecological
trial platform on 50 ha of agricultural land around Hansbeke
Castle. Here, the theoretical principles of agroecology are tested
and put into daily practice. Various innovative agricultural
machines that make it possible to sow of a new crop with minimal
soil disturbance were demonstrated.
Minister of Agriculture Crevits paid an express visit to ILVO at the
end of August. At breakneck speed, she was introduced to a crash
course in ‘turning compost’, ‘growing soy’ and ‘drone piloting’. She
was impressed by the enthusiasm and drive of the ILVO staff.
2020 was another hot and dry year. Our research into drought
tolerance and the optimal use of water is more relevant than ever
in these changing climatic conditions.
contact: kristiaan.vanlaecke@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

RESULT

RESULT

NEW
Better understanding of soil pathogens in greenhouse soil
provides opportunities for more successful integrated control
in lettuce cultivation

In the intensive greenhouse cultivation of lettuce, the correct
identification of soil pathogens present and the newly acquired
insights into the ways they cause damage can help to grow lettuce
with fewer pesticides. That is the hopeful conclusion of the ILVOUGent PhD of Jolien Claerbout.
Because the use of pesticides needs to be reduced, lettuce growers
are looking for other ways to manage pathogens in the soil. In a
number of professional greenhouses, Claerbout studied the soilborne plant pathogens (nematodes, fungi and pseudo fungi) and
the effectivity of various control methods. Techniques such as
crop rotation, fallowing, soil disinfestation and integrated pest
management can work if you know exactly which nematodes
and/or fungi are present and in what quantity. To combat the
relatively new, aggressive lettuce wilt fungus Fusarium oxysporum
f. sp. lactucae, the current control measures are not effective
enough. Prevention, based on the application of hygiene measures
is essential against this new pathogen.
contact: nicole.viaene@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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Protecting a cabbage field?
Good viruses against bad bacteria
A remarkable new control technique is being developed against the
bacterial disease Xanthomonas in sprout and cabbage cultivation.
This technique involves the use of bacteriophage (i.e., bacteriaeating) viruses that only attack specific, harmful plant bacteria.
‘After seven years of research in laboratories and test greenhouses,
the method has already been tested for the first time in an
open field test environment at three locations in Flanders. The
results are promising: we measured 15 to 20% less infection with
one treatment. That percentage is expected to be even higher.
European approval as a new crop protection product does require
a long and difficult procedure’, says Johan van Vaerenbergh (ILVO).
Research partners ILVO, KU Leuven, the extension research centers
PCG, PSKW and Inagro now want to perform a limited rollout of
this technique in practice to optimize disease control.
contact: johan.vanvaerenbergh@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

New grass varieties yield up to 20% more dry matter
Dairy farmers can get up to 20% more grass (in dry matter) from
their fields by choosing new varieties. This has been shown by
an exceptionally large comparative variety trial of Italian ryegrass
conducted by ILVO. Not only is the yield remarkably better, the
new grass varieties are also easier to digest for the cows and more
resistant to extreme weather conditions and rust.
Variety researcher Joke Pannecoucque: ‘This is excellent proof of
the success of grass breeding and important news for the dairy
farmer. By making a well-considered choice of variety, the farmer
can save up to 2 ha of grassland.’
contact: joke.pannecoucque@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

A tiny bully. integrated control of the Allium leaf miner
Phytomyza gymnostoma
Precise identification, monitoring and detailed knowledge of
the life cycle and control options, that is the result of 4 years of
research on the allium leaf miner fly. The larvae of this fly cause
corridors that make leeks unsaleable. ILVO, PCG, Inagro and PSKW
worked together on an integrated control strategy.
The Allium leaf miner or Phytomyza gymnostoma has caused
considerable damage in leeks for several years, mainly in the
provinces of Antwerp and the eastern part of East Flanders, but
the damage is also spreading to West Flanders. Organic leeks are
also suffering from this pest, where it causes great damage. This
new pest - first detected on field plots in 2012 – did not yet have
an adequate control strategy. The project partners developed a
monitoring strategy and evaluated different cultivation-technical
control measures.

RESULT

Quality vegetables can be grown with less fertilizer
In regions with field-grown vegetable crops, nitrate concentrations
in ground and surface water are often too high. The fertilization
recommendations and nitrogen fertilization standards for some
vegetables can be lowered, without compromising the yield and
quality of those vegetables, and with a possible beneficial effect
on water quality. This is stated in a study of the Research and
Information Platform for Sustainable Fertilization, commissioned
by the Flemish Land Agency with Karoline D’Haene of ILVO as
coordinator.
‘Many farmers and advisers feel that a reduction in the nitrogen
fertilization dose can reduce yield and/or quality. That is why
high fertilizer doses are still applied to vegetables. Our research
shows that this is not necessary and that farmers are unnecessarily
applying fertilizer that just leaches into the water,’ said D’Haene.
contact: karoline.dhaene@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

contact: negin.ebrahimi@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

Viruses

RESULT

in cherries.

unraveled on a

Little Cherry
European scale

disease complex further

Complete and partial genome sequencing will allow for better
diagnosis and control of, awareness about, and improved
international policy on Little Cherry disease. This disease can be
caused by two viruses, whose main effect is extremely small and
sour fruits.
ILVO collected a series of European LChV isolates, both within the
project consortium of EURAVELCH and via an extensive existing
scientific network. The collection was supplemented with a series
of non-EU isolates. Research on these increased the knowledge
on the mode of spread, the complexity and the variability of the
disease. At the same time, the choice and efficiency of existing
detection methods was further refined through a comparative
test between laboratories and by exchanging experience within
and outside the research consortium. This, together with the
knowledge surrounding the variability of both viruses (LChV-1
and LChV-2), helped to improve and standardize the detection
methodology.
contact: kris.dejonghe@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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2020: International year of plant health
The United Nations proclaimed 2020 as International Year of
Plant Health (IYPH2020) to raise awareness among the general
public about the importance of healthy plants. In the Diagnostic
Centre for Plants of ILVO, our plant doctors are busy every day
tracing and identifying diseases and pests in order to advise
growers correctly. And that is necessary, because healthy plants
are essential for our food supply. The FAO estimates that up to
40% of food crops are lost worldwide due to diseases and pests.
A changing climate, loss of biodiversity due to human activities
and increased international trade mean that our crops are more
threatened than ever. At ILVO we not only research the crop and
the disease in question, but also how we can prevent diseases,
for example through sustainable soil management, selection of
resistant crop varieties or through adapted cultivation practices.
The ultimate goal is a method of control that is as effective and
as environmentally friendly as possible.
On the occasion of IYPH2020, various actions were organized
within ILVO to give attention to this theme. Large banners were
hung at several ILVO buildings and every month a ‘Plant attacker of
the month’ was highlighted via social media. At the well-attended
virtual symposium ‘Protecting Plants, Protecting Life’, organized
by FPS VVVL, three ILVO speakers made a scientific contribution.
Unfortunately, due to the exceptional circumstances of 2020,
other planned activities, such as a network day for customers of
the Diagnostic Centre, could not take place.
contact: isabel.roldan-ruiz@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
annelies.haegeman@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

RESULT

First large-scale AGROECOLOGICAL TRIAL
PLATFORM launched in Flanders. Accelerated
accumulation of knowledge relating to sustainable
agricultural practice

The castle of Hansbeke (Deinze) in East Flanders has some 50
hectares of agricultural land as part of its domain. ILVO has
signed a promising collaboration agreement with co-owner
organic grower Felix de Bousies (PHAE) and agricultural
consultant and researcher Alain Peeters (RHEA).

Infestation pressure of boxwood moth decreases in Flanders.
Environmentally friendly control is perfectly feasible, but

Fertilization and
Promising results

good timing is crucial

and fungal infection

Good news for lovers of green gardens: bare boxwood bushes
are a thing of the past. The boxwood moth will probably never
disappear, but for the first time since its arrival, the pest pressure
is decreasing. Moreover, plants that have been eaten bare do
recover well and control of the pest is perfectly feasible, provided
that actions are well timed. In April, this means a good pruning
and weekly visual inspection of the plants.

Bacteria that can improve maize growth under cold temperatures
and bacteria that can limit the consequences of a fungal infection
with Rhizoctonia solani were both discovered by ILVO-VIB
researcher Stien Beirinckx using the technique of metabarcoding.
With this knowledge, researchers can work to start ‘programming’
the bacterial root community - the root microbiome - to reduce
stress in maize and promote growth. This is the beginning of a
new promising development aimed at farming with fewer external
inputs.

These are the main conclusions after two years of research in
SOSbuxusmot by ILVO and PCS in collaboration with Landelijke
Gilden and AVBS. New since this year is the creation of a regionally
spread network of citizen-observers, to be able to assess even more
precisely when control is needed. The voluntary commitment of
these citizens makes regional tailor-made advice possible.
contact: jochem.bonte@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

disease control through soil bacteria?
obtained on maize plants with cold stress

The aim is to turn the entire domain into a pilot platform
for agroecological research, parallel to its regular operation
as an organic farm. The theoretical principles of agroecology
are brought into daily practice, and through experiments,
field trials, innovative techniques and intensive scientific
monitoring, the researchers quickly gain insight into the best
systems and practices. These are then shared throughout
the agricultural sector.
The three initiators stand for an open culture. The
collaboration network can be expanded ad hoc case-bycase. Koen Willekens (ILVO): ‘Research is done in a living
lab formula: multiple stakeholders and researchers can be
involved. Linking up with the network of existing living labs
active in the agro-food sector is logical.
contact: koen.willekens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

‘We have selected naturally occurring bacteria that have a strong
link to maize and that have a plant growth-promoting effect, either
under cold conditions or in case of fungal infection,’ says Stien
Beirinckx. ‘The next step is to further unravel the mechanisms
of action and colonization strategies of these bacteria. In time,
we want to pre-treat seeds with these bacteria to improve
germination in the spring, when it can still be quite cold. We also
hope that development in the juvenile phase will then be faster
and that disease susceptibility will be reduced.’
contact: jane.debode@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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NEW

NEW

Clover takes root

Control of leaf feeding thrips in outdoor vegetables

ILVO is investigating the rooting of different cultivars of alfalfa and
red clover: rooting is essential for a good establishment of these
forage legumes and for competitiveness. The ultimate goal is to
develop improved mixtures of forage grasses and forage legumes.

The onion thrips, Thrips tabaci, is the main pest of outdoor
vegetables such as leeks, onions, Brussels sprouts and head
cabbage. This insect feeds by rasping the surface of the leaves and
sucking up the plant sap. This causes silver-gray spots, damage
and growth retardation, leading to reduced marketability of the
crop. Conventional control is difficult because the onion thrips
has a short life cycle, and because it quickly becomes resistant
to insecticides. In the field vegetable sector, there is an urgent
need for an integrated control strategy, which involves the careful
and reasoned use of the chemical agents that are still allowed
and which focuses on prevention, pest monitoring and adapted
cultivation techniques that stimulate natural enemies.

Such mixtures combine high yields with a high protein content,
while reducing the need for nitrogen fertilization. Rapid
establishment of the legumes is fundamental here. Root properties
are important in the establishment of seedlings and competition
for nitrogen, but have been little investigated in forage legumes
until now. In this project, we investigate multiple root properties
during the establishment phase of forage legumes, including
carbon distribution between shoots and roots, root architecture,
and the development of nodules for nitrogen fixation.
contact: tim.vleugels@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

NEW
Fruit flies in foreign fruits: fast detection at border control
A rapid identification method for the Mediterranean fruit fly is
the goal of the TEPHRIFAST project, funded by the FPS Public
Health. The development of this method should help to contain
the spread of exotic insect species that travel in imported fruit.
Once the protocol is ready for use, the rapid identification method
must be implemented in the analyses of samples of suspect goods
by the FASFC/ILVO. A rapid intervention has a positive impact on
time, cost and image when authorities are taking phytosanitary
measures.
contact: johan.witters@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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The LA project ‘Integrated control of leaf feeding thrips Thrips
tabaci in outdoor vegetables’ started in October 2020 and will last
4 years. The project is coordinated by ILVO and is carried out in
collaboration with the PCG, Inagro and PSKW. With this project we
characterize the genetic structure of the onion thrips populations
in Flanders and we evaluate the differences in resistance of these
populations to the most common insecticides. In addition, we
improve the existing warning system by predicting the thrips
activity based on a day-degree model that is set up for the
different target crops. We also evaluate cultivation measures to
stimulate the population of natural enemies and to control onion
thrips. We are investigating the use of natural enemies and their
compatibility with chemical agents. We also wish to contribute
to the creation of public support around making limited thrips
damage to leeks and cabbages acceptable.
contact: negin.ebrahimi@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

NEW

NEW

Towards climate smart sustainable management of

Sustainable alternatives for chemical soil disinfestation

agricultural soils

A search for good alternative methods for chemical soil
disinfectants through physical and/or microbiological techniques
is the essence of the newly launched project ALTCHEM. The reason
is the increasingly difficult control of soil diseases as a result of
the ban on certain common chemical soil disinfectants or the
limitation of the permitted dose.

The first internal projects will start in February 2021. For this ILVO
will collaborate with other European partners, among others
for mapping carbon storage potential (CarboSeq), detecting soil
carbon through satellite imagery (STEROPES), budgeting tradeoffs between carbon accumulation and N2O emissions (SOMMIT)
and synthesizing knowledge on climate adaptation through soil
and crop management (CLIMASOMA).
contact: greet.ruysschaert@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
www.ejpsoil.org

NEW
Quarantine plant-pathogenic organisms in Belgium: design of
a web platform

Designing a well-supported, user-friendly and widespread web
platform for raising awareness, warning, rapid detection and
reporting of plant harmful quarantine organisms is the goal of
the BEWARE&NOTE project. This initiative should help protect
crops, gardens, forests, parks and public green spaces from new,
harmful infections.

contact: jane.debode@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Quarantine organisms are organisms that are dangerous to plants,
but do not (yet) occur in Belgium. These can be insects, fungi,
bacteria, viruses and nematodes (microscopic worms), which pose
a threat to important crops, trees and perennials. Phytosanitary
measures seek to prevent the importation and spread of these
organisms. The web platform of ILVO, PCS and Natuurpunt will
be made available to the government, professionals in agriculture,
horticulture and forestry and to private individuals.
contact: jochem.bonte@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

EJP SOIL has received funding
from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme: Grant
agreement N° 862695

This VLAIO-LA project is a collaboration between the practical
advice center Inagro (project coordinator), the extension research
centers PSKW and PCG, the Agricultural Practice Platform for
Flemish Brabant, and ILVO. The project will investigate the
possibilities of some non-chemical soil fumigation methods:
steaming, anaerobic soil fumigation, solarization, biofumigation
and microwaves. The use of microorganisms will also be
considered, possibly in combination with previous methods.
The evaluation and optimization of these methods is done with
the pathogens Rhizoctonia (black rot) in head lettuce, Pythium
(yellowing disease) in lamb’s lettuce and Sclerotina in soil chicory.

© Inagro

In the first project year, drawing up a roadmap for research
received a great deal of attention. For this purpose, we made an
inventory of the current state of knowledge and stakeholders
from policy, practice and research were asked about policy
objectives, knowledge needs and barriers and opportunities for
implementing sustainable soil management. Furthermore, ILVO is
responsible for the development of an online tool for long-term
field experiments in Europe and for organizing the Annual Science
Days.

© Pudding4brains

EJP SOIL (2020-2024) is a ‘European Joint Programme’ in which
26 partners and 24 countries join forces around agricultural
soil research. For Flanders, ILVO is a partner and INBO and the
Department of Environment are involved. The Department of
Agriculture & Fisheries chairs the Flemish hub.
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ILVO VISION
Through scientific research, ILVO commits to promoting
livestock farming that works equally well for farmers, citizens
and consumers. We aim for animal-friendly production that
combines the lowest possible environmental impact with the
fairest possible financial returns and the healthiest possible
product with a delicious taste. This helps to safeguard
international and local competitiveness and enables the
sustainable integration of local livestock farming into a
circular food production system. Given the societal concerns
around the (scale of) animal production, robustness and
resilience of the sector are becoming decisive for the future.
• maintaining a valuable broad knowledge base
• smart diversification of animal products and
production systems
• an inquisitive approach to space for animal production
• residual flows and cycles, with the animal sector
as one of the links
• animal welfare
• objective information and social dialog
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Socially supported
animal production
In view of the increasing social concerns about animal
production, in 2020 we continued our research focus on animal
welfare, animal-friendly production systems, reduction of the
environmental impact of animal production by reducing N and P
emissions, reduction of methane emissions from livestock farming
and valorization of residual flows in animal feed. We study how
to adjust management strategies such as genetics, nutrition and
housing.
Livestock can play an important role in circular agriculture, for
example, through the efficient use of residual flows in animal feed
and the maximum utilization of grassland products. Our expertise
in feed evaluation and animal performance allows us to make the
right choices. Through the establishment of the CVB foundation in
2020, Dutch and Belgian feed companies now also rely on ILVO’s
feed evaluation expertise.
Taking into account the limited access to land, the scale increases
in livestock farming, the complex environmental regulations,
neighborhood protests, etc., ILVO wants to nourish the societal
debate with scientific insights by starting up the think tank ‘Stable
of the Future’.

The translation of scientific research to the livestock sector is
done by the Living Lab Animal Husbandry. With three online
information centers (cattle, pigs and poultry), this Living Lab
received European recognition from the European Network
of Living Labs in 2020. As a result of the Covid measures, our
fall seminars were replaced by a series of webinars on various
livestock farming themes (available on the various information
center websites). In addition, the results of scientific research were
translated into practical tools for livestock farmers, such as the
ration tool for cattle farmers and the animal welfare app, with an
additional module for farmers keeping free-range chickens.
contact: bart.sonck@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

Immunocastrates are a sustainable alternative to piglet
castration

Immunocastration has been shown to be a sustainable and
tasty alternative for several reasons. Still, a broad European
implementation will not happen soon according to results of
the European ERA-NET project SuSi, which ended at the end of
2020. The aim of SuSi was to gather scientific insights about the
economic and ecological efficiency of this production method and
to increase the social acceptance of immunocastrates in various
European countries.
During the project it became apparent that immunocastrates are
a more sustainable ecological alternative than castrated male
piglets: per kilogram of pork produced, they emit on average 15%
less nitrogen and 17% less phosphorus than castrated pigs. CO2
emissions are also reduced by 11%. The taste of immunocastrate
meat was also assessed by the ILVO expert tasting panel. It showed
that if immunocastrates are given high-energy feed, there were
no noticeable differences between meat from immunocastrates
and meat from castrated pigs. Immunocastration is therefore
a sustainable and tasty alternative in several areas, but due to
limited acceptance, a broad European implementation is not yet
immediately in sight.
contact: alice.vandenbroeke@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

Can sire line and timing of 2nd immunocastration vaccination
lead to higher quality and tastier pork?
For decades, European pig production has been characterized by high
carcass quality and performance. These efforts to ensure profitability
have not included meat quality in breeding programs. Over the years, a
decline in eating quality (e.g., juiciness, tenderness) and technological
quality (e.g., cooking yield) has been observed. In addition, the
intention to stop non-anesthetized castration of male piglets in
Europe makes the meat quality issue more prominent, as entire males
are even leaner and have a risk of boar taint. Immunocastration may
offer an alternative to ensure acceptable meat quality by avoiding
boar taint and improving meat quality traits.
Research results of UGent (LANUPRO) and ILVO show that through
choice of sire line and timing of the 2nd immunocastration vaccination,
performance, carcass and meat quality can be controlled. To improve
the technological quality of pork without negative economic effects,
the use of homozygous stress-negative Belgian Piétrain sire lines is
recommended. In terms of eating quality, the breed effect exceeded
the effect of stress gene. Offspring of homozygous stress-negative
Canadian Duroc had the best meat quality, but also the lowest
financial return. Extending the time between the second vaccination
and slaughter had a small positive effect on meat quality, but resulted
in lower carcass quality and lower financial returns.

contact: eline.kowalski@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

Alternatives to non-anaesthetized castrated pigs are
gradually finding acceptance in Europe. Variety is an
advantage, and consumers like the alternatives
There is no single best alternative to non-anaesthetized surgical
castration of piglets. Depending on the desired meat product and
the market demand, immunocastration, anaesthetized surgical
castration and non-castration in combination with workable
boar taint detection tools are all valid options that can co-exist
in Europe. Consumers are not reluctant in any of these cases.
That is the conclusion of a European network (COST IPEMA) on
alternatives for piglet castration in which ILVO, other knowledge
centers and stakeholders from all over Europe participated.

RESULT

Feasible farm strategies to reduce boar taint
An optimal sensory detection protocol for boar taint
and demonstrable reduction effects of adapted feed and
immunocastration on the occurrence of boar taint. That is the
result of the PhD of Evert Heyrman, researcher at ILVO, UGent and
KU Leuven. The study showed that the risk of boar taint - which
occurs when surgical castration is omitted - is not completely
eliminated by any reduction strategy. As a result, the application of
an appropriate detection method in the slaughterhouse remains
the most critical factor for a successful transition to pig farming
without (non-anaesthetized) surgical castration.
contact: marijke.aluwe@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

contact: marijke.aluwe@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

RESULT

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Chickenstress doctorandi & world animal day
The ChickenStress European Training Network (ETN) brings
together 20 partners from education and industry, including
Hendrix Genetics and Vencomatic (two major suppliers for
the global egg industry). The network trains future leaders
in several scientific studies to help egg producers achieve
the best possible welfare standards for chickens. The
ChickenStress doctorandi celebrated World Animal Day in
2020 by sharing their insights on chicken stress, how they
can have an impact on animal welfare, and how they hope
to contribute to improved laying hen welfare.
contact: michael.plante-ajah@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
Chickenstress
doctorandi
celebrate
world
animal day

0:31

Zinc source affects performance, intestinal health and meat

Animal welfare assessment by pig and poultry farmers in free-

quality in broilers

range systems

Optimal intestinal health is crucial for good growth of poultry
in general and of broilers in particular. However, due to several
factors, such as climate change and higher ambient temperatures,
intestinal health is increasingly under pressure. Zinc supplements
can offer support in this regard. The essential trace element zinc
is known to play a role in many biological processes, but zinc
can be administered in different forms. ILVO-UGent researcher
Annatachja De Grande investigated in her PhD whether the
type of zinc source (inorganic or organic) has an effect on
intestinal morphology, technical performance and meat quality.
She concluded that the best results, especially in stress periods,
were achieved when an organic zinc-amino acid complex was
administered through broiler feed.

In the PPILOW project, ILVO and 22 European partners aim to
improve the welfare of poultry and pigs in organic and free-range
systems. This project started in September 2019. One objective is to
develop smartphone apps that allow livestock farmers to monitor
the welfare of their animals. The apps also provide automated
feedback on key risk factors and provide anonymous benchmarking.
The idea is that farmers will be able to detect welfare issues among
their animals more quickly and be more aware of certain risk
factors. The hope is also that farmers will use this feedback as a
basis to discuss the welfare of their animals with employees and
farm advisors (e.g. veterinarians).

contact: annatachja.degrande@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

The self-scanning apps were developed or refined based on
feedback from ‘National practitioner groups’, consisting of people
from the agricultural sector, to include a set of (animal-based)
welfare indicators that is as suitable as possible for self-assessment
by farmers. Feedback was also requested from livestock farmers
on the user-friendliness of the apps. This led to refinements of the
EBENE® app for poultry and development of the PIGLOW app for
pigs. After further testing for refinement in France, the Netherlands
and Belgium, we can proudly announce that both apps are available
in the Google Play Store and Apple Store since September 2020.
In the meantime, ILVO and partners have started to investigate
whether these apps have a positive effect on animal welfare within
commercial free-range poultry and pig farms over a period of 2
years.
contact: evelien.graat@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

RESULT

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Dutch and Belgian feed companies collaborate on feed
evaluation

The Belgian and Dutch feed sector will collaborate intensively
through the establishment of the ‘CVB Foundation’, and
from now on will also rely on ILVO expertise about feed
evaluation. The CVB activities (mainly known to farmers from
the CVB Veevoedertabel and the CVB Tabellenboekjes) fall
under the responsibility of this foundation since June 2020.

Disinfectants in livestock barn do not cause bacterial
resistance - when applied correctly
To prevent and combat animal diseases, stables and their
surroundings must be disinfected on a regular basis. However,
there are indications - based on laboratory tests - that the use
of disinfectants can lead to resistance among bacteria. This
resistance would not only build up against the disinfectants
themselves, but also against antibiotics. ‘That is not true if you
use the correct dose of disinfectant,’ knows ILVO-UGent researcher
Helder Maertens after her doctorate.
Maertens carried out a large series of field experiments to
find out what the effective risk of resistance forming is under
practical conditions. No disinfectant resistance and no increased
antibiotic resistance occurs by using disinfectants according to
the prescribed application method and the recommended dosage
by the manufacturer, she found. The use of lower concentrations
of disinfectant than prescribed can lead to problems.
contact: koen.dereu@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

ILVO launches Dairy Cattle Ration Tool
In response to great demand from the sector, ILVO has developed
a calculation tool that can be used to calculate the ration for
lactating dairy cows. With thanks to CVB (Central Animal Feed
Bureau), the tool also contains an extensive list of feedstuffs with
average nutritional values in order to simulate rations without
in-house analysis.
The ILVO Dairy Cattle Rationing Tool is an Excel program that
can be downloaded free of charge from the website of the
Rundveeloket (Cattle Information Center; only in Dutch).
In 5 video tutorials (in Dutch only) you can learn how to work with
the ILVO Dairy Cattle Ratio Tool.
•
•
•
•
•

CVB’s feed values and requirements standards are a highly
valued reference for many user groups including feed
companies, extension agents, livestock farmers, education
and knowledge institutions. A second core task of CVB is
therefore to act as a common fulcrum for industry, research
and education. In this way, it seeks to promote cooperation
between research and industry in the field of feed evaluation.
contact: dorien.vanwesemael@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Video 1: Download and start
Video 2: Quick introduction
Video 3: Composing a ration
Video 4: Adding your own feed
Video 5: Case study

contact: info@rundveeloket.be
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NEW
ILVO and Boerenbond join European network to stimulate
knowledge sharing on sustainable innovation in beef cattle
farming

NEW
Tools

for prevention and control of worm infections in

organic layers

Within the framework of the Prebebioleg project, ILVO (together
with Bioforum, CCBT and Pluimveeloket) is looking for alternative
methods to prevent and combat worm infections in organic laying
hens. The basic principle in organic poultry farming is to breed
chickens with minimal use of medication. In current practice,
sometimes the anthelmintic flubendazole is used but without
knowing the level of worm pressure on the farm. The aim of this
project is to significantly reduce its use without compromising on
technical results.

Research institutes, consultants, agricultural organizations,
livestock farmers and other stakeholders from 9 EU member
states are joining forces to accelerate the exchange of ideas on
how to make European meat production more sustainable. In the
new trans-European network BovINE they will perform concrete
work on the themes of socio-economic resilience, animal health
and welfare, production efficiency and meat quality, climate
and environment. In doing so, the 17 partners will start from
the most urgent needs in the field. To make this possible, not
only a research institute but also an agricultural organization
is involved for each member state. The Belgian partners in this
network are ILVO and Boerenbond. BovINE is a Horizon2020
project funded by the European Commission.
Karen Goossens (ILVO cattle farming expert): ‘Cattle farmers face
questions about sustainable production and how to reconcile
this with the narrow economic margins and negative image of
meat that they are confronted with. They see innovation as part
of the solution. BovINE will help them and us to learn more
from our colleagues in Europe and to exchange experiences.
We are delighted to be part of this new network.’ ILVO will be
able to contribute content through its expertise in sustainability,
climate and building networks (multi-actor approach).
contact: karen.goossens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

In the project, clear Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) will
be drawn up by combining scientific knowledge with practical
experience. These SOPs will also be implemented at a professional
organic layer farm. Sector participation is very important in this
project. By involving the sector from the beginning of the project,
researchers hope to create a large base of support.
contact: annatachja.degrande@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

ILVO
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NEW
Improving biosecurity in the poultry sector
Biosecurity in times of avian influenza and societal concerns
about antibiotic use and resistance in poultry farming speaks for
itself. The NETPOULSAFE project, implemented in 7 major poultry
producing countries (France, Spain, Italy, Hungary, Belgium, the
Netherlands and Poland) aims to improve biosecurity compliance
in poultry farming by compiling, validating and sharing supportive
measures. The supportive measures are practical examples that
contribute to effective implementation of biosecurity and can
be directly implemented by livestock farmers, advisors (including
veterinarians) and policy makers. For this purpose, 7 national
multi-actor networks consisting of a total of more than 500
people will be established.

NEW
Fit calves? Substantiated technical knowledge must improve
rearing with an eye on profitability and animal welfare

Good practices and concrete improvement actions for calf
management in dairy farming are the goal of a new project
by ILVO, Inagro, Hooibeekhoeve and Diergezondheidszorg
Vlaanderen. The project was initiated after recent growth
measurements on Flemish farms indicated a suboptimal growth
on many farms..

Proposed measures will be collected from both practice
and literature and analyzed from technical and socioeconomic perspectives, to be either validated on pilot farms or
disseminated directly to stakeholders. Relevant measures will be
widely disseminated through customized materials (including
audiovisuals, fact sheets and e-learning modules) that will be
distributed through the national networks. In addition, the
materials will be shared on a dedicated platform, which will be
available by spring 2021.
contact: helena.ferreira@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
erwin.wauters@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Three goals are combined: less disease and mortality (including
calf diarrhea and lung problems), lower drug use (including
antibiotics) and better growth. More efficient calf rearing will
benefit farm profitability and animal welfare.
contact: matthieu.frijlink@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
The other chicken
Consumers are becoming increasingly critical. Sustainable
and animal-friendly farming are terms we hear more and
more. Can we - or should we - respond to this?
The focus of De Andere Kip (The Other Chicken) was to
demonstrate how an alternative broiler could be marketed
in Flanders on the basis of a cooperative. The goal was to
develop two divergent concepts for the Flemish market. One
of them focused on higher animal welfare, while the other
payd extra attention to the environment. Technical and
business/economic feasibility was taken into account.
With this project we did not want to replace the
‘traditional chicken’; the intention was rather to reflect on a
complementary alternative.
Partners in this project were Inagro, the Landsbond,
Proefbedrijf Pluimveehouderij and UGent. Funded by the
Flemish Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.
contact: evelyne.delezie@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement N°
101000728 (NETPOULSAFE). This output reflects only the author’s view
and the European Union cannot be held responsible for any use that
may be made of the information contained therein.

De Andere Kip
on Flemish TV
show
‘Boerenstebuiten’

8:24
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ILVO VISION
Whereas the marine theme used to be listed under Fisheries,
we now clearly opt for the two most logical pillars of this
research: sustainable exploitation of the natural resources
from the sea and the study of the marine ecosystem on the
other. We explore the rich variety of existing and untapped
products and chemicals that the sea offers, along with
the ecosystem services whose importance we still tend to
underestimate. This implies a new, more integrated system
view of marine exploration and exploitation, together with
a platform for valorization, international collaboration and
co-creation with business and policy.
• data-driven fishing
• innovative data collection with eDNA and metabarcoding,
‘self-sampling’ and sea drones
• linked models for complex issues
• making fisheries more sustainable based on indicators
• organizing symbiosis between people and nature
• a new Marine Living Lab: one front door leading to many
spaces
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Marine production and
marine environment

The Belgian part of the North Sea, barely a fathom large, is busy
and crowded, with just about every possible marine activity
happening there. This makes this stretch of sea an ideal lab for
studying this wide mix of socio-economic activities. By extending
this to possible collaborations between business and science, this
stretch of North Sea is also an ideal living lab, where innovative
solutions can be found through co-creation.
And solutions are needed indeed, because the challenges and
ambitions are great. Flanders, for example, is strongly committed
to blue services and dreams of further expanding the blue
economy. This increases the pressure on natural resources.
That is why ILVO performs the important task of monitoring
the biological, ecological and chemical status of the sea and
the marine ecosystem. This data collection is entering a new
era with advanced DNA-based and data-driven techniques, such
as metabarcoding, sensors mounted aboard fishing vessels and
automated recognition of fish species. Another consequence of
an expanding blue economy is the need for multiple uses of the
same space, but this requires research and management actions.
ILVO, together with other research institutes, plays an important
role in this, such as in the Coastbusters project on coastal

protection and SYMAPA on passive fishing and mariculture in wind
farms. ILVO also launched the GEOFISH portal, which extracts
useful information from generated data and makes it available
via a map-based tool.
In any case, sustainability remains our major goal. A good example
of this is ‘Visserij Verduurzaamt’ (Towards a more sustainable
fishery), a sustainability program for our fishing fleet that has
now found its way to the consumer. Such actions will eventually
be reflected in the state of fish stocks, which are looking better
and better. But there is still room for improvement, as illustrated
by the research on hard-to-identify rays and skates.
contact: hans.polet@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

Are there fewer fish because of the pulse?
The sole and plaice stocks in the southern North Sea have clearly
undergone changes, especially on a local level, according to
recent ILVO research. That research - project PULSVK1 - was set up
because of the concern of commercial and recreational coastal
fishermen about the intensity of the now-prohibited electric pulse
fishery in the area.
Changes in fish stocks have immediate implications for commercial
and recreational coastal fishermen. Whether these changes are
directly linked to the presence of pulse fishing in the southern
North Sea, cannot be determined based on this research project
alone. However, closing the 12-mile zone to pulse fishing (in
effect since August 2019, during the course of this project) may
significantly reduce fishing pressure in this zone with potentially
positive impacts on recreational and coastal fisheries. Factors
such as migration, shifting of fishing effort to the edge of the
12-mile zone, and the return to traditional beam trawling could
strongly influence the success of the measure, however.
contact: lies.vansteenbrugge@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

Skin

ulcers in flatfish: scientists unravel part of the complex

mechanism behind the ulcers

In the period 2011-2014, many flatfish were found to exhibit
skin ulcers, an alarming signal of disturbance for which no
explanation could be given at the time. Thanks to innovation and
multidisciplinary research, there are now indications that those
skin ulcers arise from a confluence of circumstances. ‘Several
factors can cause lesions, which in turn can cause pathogens such
as Vibrio tapetis and Aeromonas salmonicida to find an easy entry
point and cause infection. The severity of the infection in turn
depends on many fish-related and environment-related factors
that can influence the immune system of the fish,’ explains ILVOUGent-VLIZ researcher Maaike Vercauteren.
She draws these conclusions from a combination of field
observations, samples and infection tests. For more in-depth
research into the interaction between pathogens, fish and their
environment, the researcher also developed a valuable in vitro
model, a good alternative for tests with live fish.
contact: kris.hostens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

New DNA database can unmask ‘fake’ cod or sole
ILVO has developed a DNA library that improves the accuracy of
authenticity checks on certain fish products as well as makes them
easier. All over the world, fish traders or processors sometimes sell
a cheaper fish species - in a cut-up and therefore unrecognizable
form – under the label of a more expensive species. This is
fraud, which the government wants to trace efficiently using
an accurate method. Within the international scientific project
SEAFOODTOMORROW, a specialized database has therefore been
built with DNA profiles of several commercial sea fish species.
‘Even when the sole or cod is processed into fillet or chunks in
a fish dish, we can determine the identity of the original fish by
means of the so-called DNA barcoding technique, which makes a
comparison with the fish DNA database,’ says researcher Dumas
Deconinck.
Remarkably, the analysis of 173 samples, collected in all links of
the Belgian marine food chain, showed that 17% of the ‘alleged’
sole was not sole. In the case of the ‘alleged’ cod, 2% was actually
a different species of fish, and therefore false.
contact: dumas.deconinck@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

Offshore wind farms and the marine ecosystem: 10 years of
monitoring

As of 2020, the Belgian part of the North Sea has 399 offshore
wind turbines. Over the past 10 years, scientists have monitored
their impact on the marine environment.
The environmental impacts of offshore wind farms appear to be
mixed: turbine foundations do give rise to various reefs of marine
invertebrates around the turbines but they are not equivalent to
species-rich natural hard substrates. Wind farms attract certain
seabird species but deter others, and noise impacts on porpoises
from piling activities are only short-lived. Offshore wind farms
locally benefit fish fauna and do not negatively impact fisheries.
These nuanced insights allow for further mitigation of undesirable
impacts and promotion of those effects deemed beneficial to
maximize the environmentally sound development of offshore
wind farms.
contact: annelies.debacker@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

Regional study on tropical shrimp fisheries shows that
in-depth biological knowledge can lead to targeted
sustainability, and even to simplified management
A thorough study of shrimp fisheries in Guyana and Suriname
confirms that a sustainable fishery requires an in-depth knowledge
of target species and the protection of coastal ecosystems. This
has been confirmed by a Flemish-Surinamese study on shrimp
fishing. This fishery already has MSC certification but is taking
further steps towards sustainable fishing for seabob. This shrimp
species is available in Europe through Dutch supermarket chains,
for example in prepared seafood dishes.
The genetic-ecological study shows that the population of
seabob shrimp - Xiphopenaeus kroyeri - in Suriname is the same
as that of neighboring countries Guyana and French Guiana,
whereas previously they were considered separate populations.
This represents an opportunity for simplification through joint
stock surveying and management. In addition, the importance
of mangroves and mud banks as nurseries in Suriname was
demonstrated for several shrimp species, including the seabob
and shrimp of the genus Penaeus, which also includes scampi.
Protection of coastal ecosystems is therefore a must for the
sustainable management of these shrimp species.

RESULT

Fewer animals in fisheries research thanks to video and
crowdsourcing

Reflex tests on fish – used to determine the state of stress
and survival after discarding - must be correctly performed
and interpreted, and this requires training. Thanks to recently
published ILVO research on the use of video and crowdsourcing
(product improvement based on the knowledge and skills of users),
fewer laboratory animals will soon be needed. The research also
confirms the reliability of the reflex methodology.
In recent years, fisheries scientists have put a lot of effort into
researching the survival rate of undersized fish. How many
undersized fish survive the process of being returned to the
sea? And can the survival rate be increased? This study provides
knowledge important for the implementation of the European
landing obligation and for possible exceptions to this legislation
for Belgian beam trawlers.
contact: sebastian.uhlmann@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

contact: annelies.debacker@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

© Gust Lesage

RESULT

GEOFISH.be:

your selection of fisheries data displayed on

Seaweed, oyster and mussel farming in the belgian north sea

interactive geographic maps

comes a step closer

An interactive online tool that generates tailor-made geographic
information maps for fishermen and policy makers is the result of
project GEOFISH. The tool compiles all information on European
regulations, marine spatial planning, state of the fish stocks and
the economic performance of the fisheries sector.

Cultivation of seaweed and shellfish in the Belgian North Sea
is biologically feasible, according to research by UGent, ILVO,
Belwind, Brevisco, C-Power, Colruyt Group, DEME Group, Lobster
Fish, OD Natuur and Sioen Industries. The economic feasibility
depends on solving some technical challenges.

The essence of the GEOFISH tool is interactive visualization: the
user selects the data of interest and the tool projects them on
geographical maps. This facilitates the interpretation of the
data and immediately shows variations between areas and
between years or seasons. The tool informs fishermen of possible
restrictions on fishing grounds now and in the future. Policy
makers can use the interactive tool during negotiations around
land use and possible compensations. Finally, the tool can also be
used for broader communication to the public, such as the annual
evaluation of the status of fish stocks. The tool is accessible to
everyone; information about landings and fishing effort is only
available to registered users.

After two years of experimentation and research, in 2020 scientists
and companies presented the results of research projects on
aquaculture in two locations: close to the coast of Nieuwpoort
(oysters, seaweed and scallops - Value@Sea project) and further
at out at sea, in the Belgian wind farms (mussels – Edulis project).
ILVO aquaculture expert Daan Delbare about Value@Sea:
‘Technically and biologically, we have acquired a lot of know-how,
and the characteristics of the products are promising: the oysters
are fleshy and the seaweed is firm and crispy. We still have to
make the step to mechanization and scale up beyond a scientific
experiment. Only then will we know whether it can become an
economically viable story. In particular, we still need to find a
solution for unwanted spontaneous overgrowth of the plants,
because it prevents a good water flow - and therefore the supply
of nutrients - and weighs down the construction.

contact: gert.vanhoey@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
www.geofish.be

contact: daan.delbare@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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NEW

NEW

Sea bass reveal movement patterns when fitted with transmitters

Oysters and seaweed in wind farms?
A test case for combined use of space

The alarming condition of the North European sea bass stock calls
for a protective policy, but there is currently too little knowledge
about the ecology of the species. ILVO, VLIZ and UGent therefore
started working with transmitters and receivers. Analysis of the
signals received from the tagged fish should map out the habitat
and migrations of sea bass.
The sea bass are fitted with internal transmitters or ‘Acoustic
Data Storage Tags’ (ADST) during a short operation, after which
the transmitters collect two types of data. First, the transmitter
sends out an audio signal that can be picked up by the acoustic
receivers of the LifeWatch network. The transmitter also functions
as a data logger: temperature and depth readings are stored on
the transmitter itself. This project relies heavily on the help of
professional and recreational fishermen to recover the transmitter
and catch the sea bass.
contact: els.torreele@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Combining the production of wind energy, aquaculture and nature
restoration in a single trial area is the objective of the Belgian
component of the European project UNITED. To this end, tests
are being carried out within one wind farm on the cultivation
of oysters and kombu seaweed, and oyster hatchlings are being
released for the recovery of natural oyster reefs.

NEW
In search of valuable habitats on the bottom of the north sea
Drawing up a scientific dossier for the negotiation of fisheries
measures in the Belgian part of the North Sea: that is the
purpose of project VISNAT2. The ultimate goal is to protect as
much valuable seabed as possible, without hindering important
economic activities such as fishing.
The European Habitat Directive and the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (MSFD) require Belgium to demarcate areas to protect
specific underwater habitats. Specifically, these are shallow
sandbanks, gravel beds and habitat for sand mason worms.
Essential to the protection of these habitats is the exclusion of
seabed disturbance caused by human activities (including fishing).
In the search for the best location for these protected areas,
maximum ecological value is sought with minimum economic
impact.

In an offshore trial setup, the best technical and practical
solutions are being sought for the challenges of working in the
North Sea, namely the distance from the coast, the harsh sea
and weather conditions, and the need for regular maintenance
of aquaculture systems. Models are being used to correctly
position the oyster and seaweed line, suitable rearing systems are
being developed for collecting and growing oyster spawn, and
different types of erosion protection materials are being tested
for their attractiveness to young oysters. In addition, scientists are
combining the cultivation of flat oyster with kombu cultivation
on the same lines and comparing the growth characteristics of
both species. ILVO contributes to the project through expertise on
the biology and mariculture of oysters as well as kombu seaweed.
contact: daan.delbare@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

contact: gert.vanhoey@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Europees Fonds voor
Maritieme Zaken en Visserij
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NEW
Standardized methods for measuring plastic pollution by
2024? EUROqCHARM, with ILVO as a belgian partner,
takes up the challenge

Establishing European-level harmonized methods for the
determination and monitoring of environmental pollution with
macro-, micro- and nanoplastics: that is the ambitious goal
of the newly launched EUROqCHARM. In addition, blueprints
for standards will be developed, and recommendations will be
formulated for policy and legislation.
In concrete terms, EUROqCHARM partners will evaluate and
harmonize existing methods for detecting plastic pollution at
the European level - with strict quality control - and expand the
European monitoring capacity based on the developed guidelines.
This will happen for plastic litter, microplastics and nanoplastics
in freshwater, seawater, soil and seabed, in living organisms and
in the air. The project will thus provide the necessary and very
urgent methodological support for the successful implementation
of measures to address and reduce plastic pollution.
contact: bavo.dewitte@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Monitoring the north sea

NEW
Microplastics are everywhere - ANDROMEDA finds out how
to correctly detect and quantify them in the sea

Microplastics are in the air, water and soil, and ultimately in the
sea. The detection and quantification of the smallest fraction
of plastics - the so-called micro- and nanoplastics - remains a
major challenge for researchers. After all, how do you count and
measure these tiny plastic particles when they are all around you
and contamination is correspondingly high? Methods to measure
micro- and nanoplastics can still be greatly improved. The research
project ANDROMEDA takes up the challenge.
In this project ILVO takes the lead in the development of a platform
for validated and cost-effective sampling in the field and in the
laboratory. Hyperspectral visualization, chemical markers and
fluorometric detection techniques are central to this effort. The
properties, strengths and limitations of the optimized methods will
be identified. This will allow researchers to select the right method
for their research on microplastics and nanoplastics, ranging from
citizen science and monitoring up to large-scale research projects.
This research should make it possible to estimate the pollution of
our seas with nano- and microplastics more correctly than before.

This project has received
funding from the
European Horizon 2020
programme under grant
agreement N° 101003805
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contact: bavo.dewitte@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
nelle.meyers@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

GEANS aims to monitor the seabed in the North Sea more
accurately and efficiently. Instead of the time-consuming
manual identifications now commonly used, DNA passports
are made of those species known to be sensitive indicators
of changes in ecosystems. This should make it possible to
receive rapid alert signals when monitoring human activities
in the North Sea.
contact: annelies.debacker@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

DNA barcoding
of benthic
organisms in
the North Sea

3:01

NEW

NEW

Multiple uses of space at sea? SYMAPA targets a synergy

Just

contact: daan.delbare@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

... Reduction

of muddy flavor in farmed fish

off’ procedure

© Hermien Pattyn

Is it catching wild fish OR growing seafood? Or can both activities
be combined on the same piece of North Sea? SYMAPA is a pilot
project studying the possibilities of multiple use of space at sea.
It is unique in the world.
In this project, the possible synergies between mariculture of
mussels, oysters, seaweed and passive fishing (e.g. angling, traps,
etc.) will be investigated. The project partners focus (1) on the
optimization of cultivation techniques for the cultivation of flat
oysters, mussels and seaweed, (2) on the development of cultivation
and harvesting techniques for the various species that are suitable
for the (sometimes harsh) conditions in the North Sea, (3) on the
development of SMART aquafarming and (4) on co-creation with
the various stakeholders of techniques and products.

swim it off?

through microbial management and optimization of the ‘swim-

between mariculture and passive fishing

NEW
RAYWATCH: better knowledge of rays and skates for better
management and an exemption from the landing obligation

For better management of rays - both for stock assessment and in
the context of the landing obligation - there is an urgent need for
(a lot of) biological data and survival data. ILVO researchers, armed
with new technologies, will therefore embark on commercial sea
voyages in close consultation with fishermen.

Muddy/musty flavors in farmed fish can be mitigated through
adjustments at different levels in the fish farming process. Figuring
that out is the goal of project FLAVOREDUC. Researchers are
focusing on reducing the molecules causing muddy off-aromas,
inhibiting bacteria that produce the molecules, and optimizing
the ‘swimming off’ procedure in which the molecules are ‘washed’
out of the fish as they swim in clean water.
A muddy taste in farmed fish is a worldwide problem, both in
freshwater and seawater. This off-flavor can be reduced by a
rinsing process just before harvesting, the ‘swimming-off’ process.
This involves providing a continuous flow of fresh water to wash
out the muddy flavor. This swimming-off process imposes a
heavy financial and water burden, and creates planning problems
because the product cannot be sold immediately.
contact: daan.delbare@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Raywatch will not only provide better catch data of rays; the
project will also educate and train the crew of fishing vessels
and fish auction staff with the aim of continuously improving
species identification. Additionally, Raywatch will be an ILVO test
case for more automated data collection through integration of
electronically collected data and the use of camera images.
contact: noemi.vanbogaert@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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ILVO VISION
In line with the Flemish, European and even global climate
objectives, ILVO and its Center of Expertise for Agriculture
and Climate strive to gain knowledge useful for healthy
production and viable farms and food companies within an
environmentally friendly and climate-robust agrifood chain.
Keys are research into sustainable consumption patterns,
closing cycles and limiting losses throughout the chain,
efficient use of natural resources, carbon storage and limiting
the impact of animal production. Besides efforts to reduce
the impact of agriculture on the climate (mitigation), ILVO
also focuses on adapting agriculture to the consequences
of climate change that are already present (adaptation).
Various measures work on both aspects simultaneously.
While doing so, it is important to always keep the broader
sustainability of the agricultural sector in mind.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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holistic approach
insight into causes and effective, feasible measures
animal emissions
energy use
water
smart carbon management
circular thinking

Towards climate-smart
farming
At ILVO’s Center of Expertise for Agriculture and Climate (ELK),
we focus on technologies and measures that reduce greenhouse
gas emissions from agriculture (mitigation). The work within the
Covenant on Enteric Emissions related to emission reductions
in cattle farming has reached cruising speed. Specific reduction
measures are being discussed in the areas of feed, animal
management and genetics. In addition, research efforts are also
directed towards renewable energy, particularly techniques that
are feasible for cattle breeding, and energy-saving methods in
greenhouse cultivation. The first climate scans of dairy farming
within the Klimrek project were performed and analyzed.
Last year went on the books as a hot, sunny and dry year. Research
into drought-tolerant crop species - including grasses for livestock
farming - is essential as an adaptation strategy. Furthermore, in
2020 ILVO’s water research got underway: strategies are being
deployed to reduce water demand as well as increase water
availability for agriculture. Water quality is another important
focus; after all, the impact of pollution is stronger when less
water is available. Specifically for the coastal region, where rising
sea levels and more intense storms call for a targeted approach,
research focuses on specific protection measures.

2020 was also the year of great acceleration in the soil carbon
studies. Research focused, among other things, on refining the
monitoring of soil carbon stocks and on potential for carbon
storage.
In its current and future research, ELK continues to focus on
climate-smart strategies, striving for climate-friendly production
by viable farms and businesses in a sustainable agrifood chain.
contact: els.lemeire@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

Covenant on enteric emissions from cattle

Seeking solutions for better water quality, together

In 2019, the Flemish government and the wider agrifood chain
signed an agreement on enteric emissions from cattle. According
to the Flemish Climate Policy Plan, these emissions must be
reduced by 19% by 2030 compared to those in 2005. The focus
is entirely on cattle as they produce the largest share of enteric
emissions.

The completed European Horizon2020 project ‘WaterProtect’
tackled the problem of persistent pollution of drinking water
sources via pesticides and fertilizers from agriculture. The aim
was to book improvements based on the intense involvement
of the various stakeholders (water utilities, farmers, NGOs,
plant protection product producers, consumer organizations,
government agencies, etc.) in the realization of efficient, innovative
agricultural systems. Within the project, the multi-actor approach
was used to evaluate the feasibility and adoption of science-based
solutions to improve and protect the water quality of drinking
water sources in seven areas.

Concrete reduction measures are being worked out by a steering
committee and various thematic working groups. The various
working groups met several times in 2020. Possible feed measures,
potential management strategies and measures relating to the
genetics and selection of animals were drawn up. An ad hoc
scientific working group is examining various measures. The
methane emission experts will give advice and look at possible
reduction rates when the measures are rolled out in the future.
Several new working groups were established. A working group
on organic farming looks at the applicability of the proposed
measures in the organic sector while two working groups focus
on the roll-out of the measures in practice. The communication
working group looks at how the measures will reach the cattle
farmers and the implementation working group looks at how the
measures will be monitored and secured once they will be applied.
The first communications about these measures are expected in
2021.
contact: joni.vanmullem@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

ILVO, as the leader of the ‘water governance’ work package,
has prepared a guide to support the implementation of good
agricultural practices that protect drinking water sources. The
guide presents three cyclical steps: governance assessment of the
current situation, process implementation to realize the ambitions,
and assessment of the results. The approach has been used and
fine-tuned in the seven actions labs to achieve real improvements
in water quality in water catchment areas. The tool can stimulate
a better (less top down) local governance system.
contact: els.belmans@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
www.water-protect.eu/en

RESULT

organic carbon content in soils of public domain and private
gardens

Lawns and ornamental gardens contain as much carbon
as agricultural grassland, but vegetable gardens represent a
doubling compared to arable land, according to measurements
within project C-GAR. This should be taken into account when
designing a monitoring network for carbon stocks in Flemish soils.
Researcher Tommy D’Hose: ‘Lawns and ornamental gardens do
not have to be sampled separately. That simplifies the monitoring
considerably as those garden segments are often fragmented
within one garden. But vegetable gardens do have larger and more
variable carbon stocks, and are therefore best sampled separately.’
C-GAR was created to start a systematic monitoring of changes
in organic carbon stocks in Flemish soils. In order to keep such a
large scale sampling manageable and cost efficient, the present
variability and the number of sampling points that will be required
to detect a certain change in organic carbon need to be estimated
beforehand. For grassland, cropland, forest and nature this could
already be determined quite accurately, but for public domain
and private gardens insufficient data was available. Therefore, by
order of the Flemish Government, ILVO, UGent and INBO joined
forces and carried out a one-time monitoring of the organic
carbon stocks in soils of public domains, roadsides and private
gardens. ILVO sampled 35 Flemish gardens for this purpose in the
fall of 2019 and the spring of 2020.
contact: tommy.dhose@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

RESULT

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Calculating

climate impact: first the dairy farmers, now

the arable farmers

Climate change manifests, among other things, in more
extreme weather conditions. We can almost assume that,
as an arable farmer, you have been affected by long periods
of drought, heat, or just extreme precipitation. How do you
deal with that? Can you do climate-conscious farming and
make smart economic choices in doing so?

Countering coastal erosion with natural reefs? Experiments
in north sea now focus on well-designed mussel beds

Updating

Intensifying climate change, coupled with rising sea levels,
intensification of storms and beach erosion, means that good
coastal protection measures are needed more than ever. The
scientific project ‘Coastbusters’ is receiving follow-up funding to
further investigate the possibility of using living, natural coastal
‘managers’ to protect coastal zones. Over the past three years,
interesting tests have been carried out with three living organisms:
seaweed and seagrass beds, mussel beds and shellfish to reinforce
the low-water line.

Through the LULUCF (Land Use, Land use Change and Forestry)
regulation, the EU wants to intervene regarding emissions
and/or storage of carbon stocks induced by human activities.
Existing carbon stocks should at least be preserved. To meet this
objective, the Flemish government aspires to start up a systematic
monitoring of changes in organic carbon stocks in Flemish soils.
In order to keep such large-scale sampling manageable and costeffective, one has to estimate the variability present and the
number of sampling points required for the monitoring. To do so,
ILVO, UGent and INBO joined forces to work out a well-founded
methodology for a soil carbon monitoring network in Flanders.

Coastbusters 2.0 is now working on one track: the feasibility of
mussels as bio-builders. How can you optimally induce mussel beds,
starting from the mussel larvae? And how can you get the nascent
mussel beds to grow firmly on the seabed?
This project was funded by VLAIO (Flemish Agency for Innovation
and Enterprise), in the framework of the innovation roadmaps of the
spearhead cluster called ‘the Blue Cluster’.

contact: alexia.semeraro@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
Coastbusters

and refining the rationale for a methodology for

systematic monitoring of soil carbon stocks (c-mon)

Existing monitoring initiatives (within Belgium and abroad) were
compared. Sampling sites of 10m x 10m, with determination
of carbon stocks to a depth of 1m are proposed. Protocols for
sampling, preparation and analysis were also proposed. Some
2600 monitoring plots are required to detect an average carbon
stock change of 4% over 20 years. Phased sampling will allow a
fast first detection of carbon stock changes. In addition to the
methodology development, an accurate costing of the monitoring
network was made.

contact: veerle.vanlinden@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Klimrek
VLAIO
agriculture
course

1:58

ILVO
met steun van

contact: tommy.dhose@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

2:14
ILVO

Instituut voor Landbouw-,
Visserij- en Voedingsonderzoek
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NEW
Energy

NEW
The impact of climate change on food systems

saving in bell pepper greenhouse cultivation via a new

screen system

ILVO is monitoring international research on food security in a
changing climate. This is done within a network that maps sociocultural, economic and environmental impacts. The ultimate goal
is to improve resilience and thus reduce the unpredictability of
agrifood production, valorize residual flows and reduce food
losses.

With new day and night screens, 63% of energy could be saved
this growing season in the cultivation of sweet bell pepper,
according to researchers from ILVO and the Hoogstraten practical
research center. They develop/apply climate-neutral techniques in
greenhouse cultivation within the Flemish-Dutch project GLITCH.
The tested combination consisted of 3 energy-balancing day
screens and two existing night screens. However, adjustments are
still needed to the EVA film (ethyl vinyl acetate) because it became
sticky when exposed to intense sunlight. These adjustments will
be made in cooperation with the producer.
Such cooperation between producers, researchers and growers
is vital for innovation in greenhouse cultivation, they know at
GLITCH. That’s why the project recently launched the GLITCH
KOMPAS, an online tool via www.hetglitchkompas.eu that guides
the greenhouse sector of Flanders (Belgium) and the Netherlands
in realizing relevant innovations through co-creation.
contact: filip.bronchart@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

NEW
Fertilizing under climate change? Literature review of
nutrient losses under more extreme weather conditions

In drought, fertilizers remain idle; in intense rain, they wash away.
How can farmers adapt fertilization and/or their cropping system
to these extreme weather conditions? With the VLM project
‘Climate Adaptive Practices for Reducing Nutrient Losses’ we
explore, together with the Soil Science Service of Belgium, how
nutrient management can be adapted to a changing climate.
In the first part of the literature study we investigate the efficiency
of the existing legal provisions concerning manure production
and manure use. To what extent do they take into account the
expected climate change? The second part of the study addresses
the fractional fertilization (i.e., fertilizer applied at various times)
of potatoes and maize. In the third section, innovative practices
and techniques are examined that could be beneficial in a future
agricultural application in Flanders.
contact: thijs.vandennest@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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The ERA-Net Cofund project FOSC (FOod System and Climate)
is implemented within the framework of, and supported by,
the European networks FACCE-JPI, LEAP-AGRI and Belmont. The
goal of the project is to establish a strong European-AfricanSouth American research and innovation network and to better
coordinate research programs. ILVO is responsible for the followup, monitoring and impact assessment of the research projects
and the dissemination of the research results. ILVO is also coorganizer of the final seminar on the research results.
contact: sofie.deman@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
hendrik.deruyck@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
lieve.herman@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

NEW

NEW

Renewable energy techniques in livestock production

Klimgras

Tractors running on biogas? Electricity and heat from solar
panels? Heat from a heat pump? The newly launched Horizon
2020 project RES4LIVE aims to replace fossil fuels on livestock
farms with cost-efficient solutions based on renewable energy.

KLIMGRAS is about more sustainable grassland use in dairy
farming, as a response to the changing climate. The aim is to
make use of more persistent and drought-tolerant grass species
(reed fescue, English ryegrass and Festulolium), whether or not
in combination with clover, more feasible and adaptable to local
dairy rations. Sustainable grassland management aims not only at
climate adaptation, but also at climate mitigation namely by soil
carbon storage or conservation, by limiting nitrogen fertilization
and by aiming for high digestibility.

Renewable energy technologies such as solar panels, heat
pumps and biogas are becoming cheaper, more reliable and
more efficient. This means that there are more opportunities
for farmers to use these technologies. Project RES4LIVE aims
at developing and demonstrating these techniques, specifically
for the livestock sector in the EU. During the project, promising
renewable energy techniques will be adapted and tested in energy
intensive livestock farms (pigs, dairy and poultry) in order to meet
the energy demand either without fossil fuels or at least with
less. Specific and optimized techniques combined with energy
efficiency interventions will be proposed and demonstrated in 4
pilot stables (including the Pig Campus in Melle). Those techniques
will also be evaluated on a technical, economic, ecological and
social level.
contact: jarissa.maselyne@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

NEW
Heat plan for pig farming in flanders
In recent years, the frequency of heat stress in Flanders increased
and production losses and mortality due to heat became
much more visible. ILVO and UGent (the pig health care unit of
the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine) therefore started the new
‘COOLPIGS’ research project at the end of 2020, funded by VLAIO
and various stakeholders from the sector.

Climate change is already resulting in visibly reduced forage yield
and quality. This has its effect on milk production. We expect that
the KLIMGRAS project will make it clear to dairy farmers to what
extent the more drought-resistant strategies have an economic
impact, and how milk can be optimally produced under varying
climatic conditions without a large additional cost. The social
importance is that the envisaged strategies work on both climate
adaptation and climate mitigation. The project leads to a more
stable and eco-efficient grassland production with a broadening
of the ecosystem services of the grassland (C-storage and water
storage capacity).
contact: nico.peiren@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

The aim of the project is to develop a concrete heat plan for
the Flemish pig industry that provides effective, practical and
economically feasible measures that can be applied in the stable
and during transport. An additional aim is to increase practical
knowledge about the visible and less visible impact of heat stress.
The extent of heat stress, its consequences in Flanders and the
existing strategies will be mapped out and evaluated for this
purpose.
contact: alice.vandenbroeke@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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ILVO VISION
Between Farm and Fork there are many links in the chain.
In the long term, food systems can only continue to exist if
every link is viable and therefore profitable. The profitability
of the production systems in the Flemish agricultural and
agrifood sector is under pressure. This has to do, among
other things, with the dependence on what is happening
on the world market, unequal distribution of value, power
and risk in the chain, high land prices and labor costs, and
a relatively low maneuverability due to the high investment
costs in specialized infrastructure.
ILVO aims to contribute to better opportunities for good
profitability in the primary sector and throughout the chain
- without compromising environmental, climate and social
objectives. The changes that ILVO hopes to facilitate are in
a range from rather limited adjustments within the existing
food systems to more drastic changes of entire systems,
both at the level of production, processing, distribution and
consumption.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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full income for every link in the chain
efficient food system in a circular context
diversification
demand-driven and market-creating production
attention for valorization
new business models

Profitable and resilient
food systems

As in all sectors, COVID-19 affected the agrifood sector as well. But
the effects were not always unequivocal: for example, negative
economic effects were observed in the potato sector, while
positive signals came from the fruit sector. Short chains received a
boost, but that was also strongly dependent on the sales channel.
What is certain is that the corona crisis demonstrates more than
ever how important it is to research profitable and resilient food
systems.
ILVO’s ambition is, via economic research, to help improve the
profitability in the primary sector and throughout the entire chain
without compromising on environmental, climate and social
objectives. The changes that ILVO hopes to facilitate range from
rather limited adjustments from within the existing food systems,
to more drastic systemic changes at the level of production,
processing, distribution and consumption. As an independent
partner, ILVO focuses on the various aspects of the business
model at all levels of the food system.

In close collaboration with farmers and other actors, ILVO
generated numerous insights in function of better business models
in the agro-food sector in 2020. The nature of these insights is very
diverse: from new cultivars, new crops (e.g. soy and quinoa) and
cultivation systems (e.g. agroforestry, cattle breeding in natural
grassland), to new products and processes for the agro-food
industry, to new marketing systems (e.g. short chain) and citizenfarmer models (e.g. CSA), to insights about new interpretations at
the level of the food system itself (e.g. agroecology). By organizing
the well-attended webinar on business models in agriculture, ILVO
underlined the importance of studying profitable food systems.
contact: jef.vanmeensel@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

Livestock farming in natural grassland: nature management
subsidy and/or nature meat label needed to break even
Use of herb-rich grassland in natural areas as a source of feed for
cattle seems logical but doesn’t pay off, according to the results
of AgroMeatsNature. In reality, the costs of parcel management
by the farmer are often greater than expected, and these are not
(yet) compensated for in Flanders by a compensation for nature
management.
AgroMeatsNature, an Operational Group by ILVO, the Province of
East Flanders, the Regional Landscape Schelde-Durme, Innovation
Support Centre, Agro Management Centre Eco2 and about 10
committed farmers, investigated the profitability of natural
grassland through field research in the region Berlare-Zele-Lokeren
and a survey among farmers. The researchers sounded out the
positive experiences and bottlenecks that farmers experience
when managing herb-rich grassland and feeding their cattle.
contact: karen.goossens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

RESULT

About agroforestry and outdoor pigs

Rhododendron with improved tolerance to high soil ph

Are trees and pigs a good match? With the Operational Group
P’Orchard, interested pig farmers mapped out their practical
experiences and bottlenecks, supported by ILVO, Inagro and the
Pig Information Center. This ranged from choice of breed and
tree, to the application of rotation systems, pig density and the
spread of disease, and ultimately to slaughter. On two farms, a
concrete design plan for agroforestry in the pig run was worked
out and implemented. Experience of farmers outside Belgium was
also studied through direct contacts and a literature study.

Rhododendron is a popular flowering shrub in many gardens.
Flemish companies produce millions of young rhododendron
plants each year that are sold worldwide. Rhododendron requires
an acidic soil (with a low pH of 4.5 to 6) to thrive. The development
of rhododendrons that are also usable in non-acidic soils is
broadening their use, which may open up a larger market.

The conclusion of the project is that agroforestry for outdoor
pigs does achieve the stated objectives of shelter, nutrition and
image. Good marketing with a strong story around the expected
positive impact of this production system on animal welfare and
environment offers opportunities to offer products with added
value to the consumer, who will often be willing to pay a premium
for this.
contact: bert.reubens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
https://www.agroforestryvlaanderen.be/en/projects/
agroforestry-2025
Maak
kennis met
Agroforestry

6:47
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Rhododendron is native mainly to Asia. In order to find out which
species do well in nature on soils with a high pH, data from a
database of herbarium material (Chinese Virtual Herbarium) with
31146 specimens and GPS data were combined with data from a soil
database (Harmonized World Soil Database). This showed that the
species Rhododendron fortunei, R. micranthum, R. vernicosum and
R. yunnanense may have better tolerance to higher soil pH.
Breeding and selection can lead to the development of adapted
rhododendron types for the garden. Therefore, a selection method
on seedlings was developed. With a bioassay it turned out to be
possible to select - already at the seedling stage in plant tissue
culture- for rhododendron types that can also grow on less
acidic soils. Via chlorophyll fluorescence, the stress level of the
seedlings on high pH growth medium could be easily analyzed. The
rhododendron types selected in plant tissue culture are currently
being validated in growing conditions.

contact: leen.leus@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

RESULT

RESULT

Not only variety but also hop ‘terroir’ determines taste,

Transition to agroecological agriculture: which farmer

Vegetable crops combined with poultry runs: sustainable

aroma and mouth feel of beer

competencies should be supported by education and extension

combinations

It has been demonstrated for the first time that the ‘terroir’ of the
hops - the combination of environmental factors and cultivation
technique - can have an impact on the ‘flavor’ - the combination
of mouthfeel, aroma and taste of beer. This was done within the
doctoral research of Ann Van Holle, responsible for Research &
Development at De Proefbrouwerij (Trial Brewery) in collaboration
with UGent and ILVO, whereby a broad set of commercially
relevant hop varieties was scrutinized.
Ann Van Holle: ‘We advise brewers not only to evaluate the
suitable variety or combination of varieties, but also to check the
geographical origin of the hop batches. This is necessary to obtain
quality beers with desirable and consistent flavor profiles.’
contact: hilde.muylle@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

services?

Competence development is a crucial step in supporting farmers
towards agroecological transition. A key objective of the Transaé
project is to develop an understanding of the necessary competencies
for farmers in transition.
The results of this research will help educational institutions and
extension services to adapt and reorient their educational programs
and advisory methods towards the necessary competencies for
agroecological farmers.
The competency framework from a previous study by Debruyne et
al. (2016) was supplemented with the iceberg model to gain insight
into the (i) motives and drives, (ii) attitudes, values and norms and
(iii) knowledge, skills and behavior of 26 pioneering agroecological
farmers.
The main motives and drivers were to improve ecological, social and
economic sustainability and to obtain more autonomy. The pioneer
farmers showed a positive attitude towards pro-activity, openness
and flexibility. They took risks, but were usually cautious and went
‘step by step’. Assertiveness and perseverance were also important
attitudes when moving to agroecology. Skills such as holistic
thinking, critical reflection, commitment and creativity were evident
from the analyses. Because accessible knowledge about agroecology
was scarce, farmers were forced to experiment, be creative, and learn
continuously. Networking was important, as were decision-making
and organizational skills.

contact: nicole.taragola@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
jo.bijttebier@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
marion.liberloo@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Combining planting and outdoor poultry runs benefits both
chickens and farmers, according to the final report of project
LEGCOMBIO. Chickens love the extra shelter, especially in hot
weather, and farmers can generate extra income through product
diversification. The big challenges are to spread the hens out
sufficiently to avoid negative soil effects and damage to plant
roots, and to minimize competitive/hierarchical behavior or fear e.g., when using dark brooders (a warm dark area at rearing) - to
prevent injuries.
During the research project ‘LEGCOMBIO: Creating added value
in organic farming by sustainable combinations of vegetable
crops with outdoor poultry runs’, researchers investigated how
agricultural land can be used in a more efficient and sustainable
way by cleverly combining vegetable crops for the production of
food, wood and/or biomass with an outdoor run for (organically
reared) laying hens. This was done by means of a literature study,
a three-year study with laying hens in combination with short
rotation wood and hazel at ILVO, and the follow-up of trial runs
with broilers on a farm growing small fruits.
contact: jolien.bracke@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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Keeping ornamentals compact with a breeding technique? It’s
possible

In three ornamental plant cultivars - pansy, Sinningia and
Osteospermum - researchers at ILVO and UGent have succeeded in
incorporating compactness as a genetic characteristic, by means
of a special pre-breeding technique and knowledge of genetics.
Until now, ornamental growers could only achieve compact
growth by using plant growth regulators, by changing light and
temperature regimes, or by regulating fertilizer.
‘Compactness as a trait is spread across a lot of genes that influence
each other in a complex way. Moreover, each plant species is
different. That is why the first successes using co-cultivation
with Rhizobium rhizogenes are a possible game changer for the
sector,’ says Ellen De Keyser of ILVO.
contact: emmy.dhooghe@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
Compact
plants in
a sustainable
way

0:32
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The relevance of agroecology for flemish cattle farming
The beef cattle sector in Flanders is facing increasing economic
uncertainty and social criticism. Agroecology is often put forward
as an alternative, but what that exactly means in this context is
largely unexplored. This doctoral research aimed to investigate the
relevance of agroecology to Flemish cattle farming. In total 690
different agroecological practices were clustered into 36 ‘action
paths’ that farmers can follow to pursue a particular principle on
a farm. Based on these action paths, beef cattle farmers were also
compared and grouped, revealing that agroecology can be practiced
in a variety of ways and to varying degrees.
The goals and views of the farmers themselves clearly appeared
to determine their decisions and thus the way in which their
farms actually functioned. The economic system that farmers are
embedded in also places severe constraints on their ability and
willingness to put agroecology into practice. However, we also noted
a certain latitude in the market that allows farmers to negotiate,
seek alternative partners, rearrange their means of production, and/
or collaborate with others. However, there is only so much room in
the system. Alternative markets and collaborations are also subject
to competitive dynamics. It is therefore necessary to develop real
and desirable alternative forms of social organization to produce
and distribute food, an effort in which farmers, activists, scientists
and policy can play an active role.

contact: louis.tessier@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

NEW

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Agroforestry in flanders: feasible financing and earning models
The VLAIO project AGROFORESTRY 2025 aims to increase the
applicability of agroforestry as a system within the Flemish
agricultural sector. Development paths for agroforestry in the
economic and institutional landscape, and thus feasible financing
and earning models, are being sought.
All this will be done through action labs: a set of concrete,
participatory change paths will be set up, around widely
supported and efficient agroforestry systems and around feasible
financing and earning models. The project pays attention and
time to dissemination of knowledge through communication,
dissemination and exploitation. Strong interaction with farmers
and other actors is important as they take on a steering role as
project ambassadors.
contact: bert.reubens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Webinar on ‘business models in agriculture’ provides
inspiration for several subsectors

Business models in agriculture can be improved...
•
if farmers would listen more to their markets and
customers,
•
if they look for the customer who most appreciates
the ‘value’ they provide,
•
if they set up smart partnerships,
•
and if they compete in the long run on the basis of
sustainability and quality, instead of just aiming for
cost efficiency.
This was said at ILVO’s first webinar on ‘Business models in
agriculture’ on Friday 30 October 2020.
Watch videos of six external experts on proven business
formulas:
• Lamb’s ear production transformed and anchored
locally through cooperative with strong rules of play
• Tree nursery sector creates market scarcity around
novelties via cooperative Best Select
• Inspiration from VLAM’s market and consumer research
into fresh produce
• Banking market leader in agribusinesses pleads for
more economic awareness from the farmer
• Focus on the man or woman who pays your bills. So
not on the end consumer?
• Milk Trading Company raises 10% extra revenue via
international futures market
contact: edward.belderbos@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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ILVO VISION
The pace at which urbanization is increasing in many regions
in Europe, and especially in Flanders, is unprecedented.
The impact on our countryside is enormous. Peri-urban
is almost becoming the norm: Flanders is semi-urban and
semi-rural. Open space includes agriculture, nature and
forested areas. All of these provide ecosystem services such
as food production, recreational space and biodiversity, and
all are under pressure. There is also pressure on the climate
function of the countryside, i.e. mitigation of the heat island
effect or regulation of water collection via the sponge
effect of soils. One of ILVO’s ambitions is to map out these
problems and promote better management via knowledge.
• urbanization of the countryside in layered maps
• objectification of the screeching changes happening in
agricultural space
• added value of prudent and combined use of space
• alliances between actors
• farmer wellbeing and livability of the countryside
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Farming and rural areas
within an urbanized society

The COVID-19 crisis took center stage in 2020, with a major impact
on agriculture and the countryside. ILVO therefore launched a
survey in April to map out the impact on the primary sector. It
showed, among other things, that farmers were mentally hardhit by the crisis. Even before COVID-19, however, farmer wellbeing and the well-being of their families was already a focus
of ILVO research. At the end of 2020, ILVO presented the results
of this study at a virtual round table in the presence of Minister
Crevits. This was also the start of a trajectory that the Cabinet
for Agriculture, the Department of Agriculture & Fisheries and
ILVO are setting up together in order to develop a plan of action
concerning well-being in agriculture and horticulture.

In 2020, research into the short chain also received special
attention. ILVO is looking for innovative business models, but
we are also looking at how the position of the farmer can be
strengthened and how citizens can be engaged in the transition to
a more circular food system with a low carbon footprint.
A third area of hard work at ILVO during 2020 was interactive
innovation. We studied 32 European cases to learn how to achieve
better rural innovation. Central to this was the concept of cocreation, looking at how we can work together with a wide range
of actors to promote innovation in agriculture and rural areas.
contact: elke.rogge@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

RESULT

Round table
well-being
Testimonials

44:11
Towards an integrated approach to wellbeing in flemish
agriculture and horticulture

crisis

ILVO research has shown that challenges on the farm are having an
increasingly negative impact on a large group of Flemish farmers. A
majority of the farmers tend to avoid farm and personal problems
and/or do not use external help and information channels. At the
same time, we find that the most resilient families employ both
problem-focused and emotion-focused coping strategies, where
open communication represents an important strength.

The ILVO Covid survey of Flemish farmers, held between April 27 and
May 18, 2020, showed that the majority of actors in the agricultural
sector has been financially and psychologically hit by the (first)
COVID-19 crisis. Many indicators were in the red. Farmers say that
the crisis has affected their well-being, their satisfaction with their
income, and their confidence in the future.

The Minister of Agriculture has asked ILVO and the Department
of Agriculture and Fisheries to facilitate the process towards an
action plan. To this end, ILVO and this Department will work
closely with the various agricultural and welfare organizations. At
roundtable discussions and working groups they consider various
actions to tackle stress factors, remove barriers to asking for help,
and strengthen individual skills of farmers. The intention is to
produce a well-being action plan by the end of 2021.

Purely in terms of production, the agricultural system has survived:
barring some difficulties in finding enough seasonal staff, the
supply of agricultural products has been maintained and store
shelves have remained filled. Despite this, farmers appear to be
suffering substantial losses at the economic level. Over 70% of the
farmers surveyed report receiving a lower price for their agricultural
products. At the same time, about half of the group said they had to
pay more for raw materials such as seeds, animal feed or medicines.
Almost 40% sold a lower quantity of product.

ILVO has already formulated four strategic follow-up steps in a
path towards a positive work context. Ideally, these will be worked
out simultaneously. The main goal of this trajectory is to make
resilience and well-being of Flemish agricultural families more
central in policy, research and the civil society.

Three-quarters are pessimistic about the near future and fear
financial losses within the next year. Investment plans are being put
on hold for the time being. Farmers are tightening their belts and
drawing on reserves. For many, mental resilience is weakening and
stress is rising.

Well-being Memorandum 2020

There are relevant differences between farms that sell everything
through wholesalers and those who trade part of it through short
chain channels. However, the hypothesis that the short chain
protects farmers from loss of sales is only partially confirmed.

contact: lies.messely@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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Majority of farmers receive financial blow due to corona

contact: erwin.wauters@ilvo.vlaanderen.be (corona study)

NEW
For a beautiful, functional and open countryside. sustainable
development of peri-urban areas
ILVO, within interregional project PROSPERA, is going to work on
knowledge exchange about, and experiences with, sustainable
development of peri-urban areas. The aim is to protect and
promote the development of qualitative open space in peri-urban
areas under pressure from urban expansion, and to promote
economic regional development in a sustainable way. This should
simultaneously promote regional attractiveness (natural heritage)
and safeguard important ecosystem services of open space, such
as food production and biodiversity.

NEW
Fewer pesticides, more integrated pest management
Building a European network of farmers who can demonstrate
and promote integrated pest management is the goal of the
IPMWORKS project. By exchanging experiences and knowledge
among pioneers and other farmers, the project aims to contribute
to an effective reduction of pesticide use and dependence on
pesticides.
The European Green Deal, and more specifically the Farm to
Fork strategy, aims for a 50% reduction in pesticide use by 2030.
This is an ambitious goal, and achieving it is a huge challenge.
In addition, European member states have also developed action
plans to reduce pesticide dependency, based on the 2009/128/
EC directive on the sustainable use of pesticides. Consequently, a
transformation will have to take place in the coming years with
regard to pesticide use in agriculture.
contact: laure.triste@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

ILVO is responsible for the methodological foundation and
guidance of the project.
contact: anna.verhoeve@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
www.interregeurope.eu/prospera/

Een mooi,
functioneel
en open
platteland

2:25
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ILVO VISION
An adapted eating pattern with more variety in protein
sources – a mix of animal protein, vegetable protein and
other sources - is not only interesting in the context of a
nutritionally balanced diet, but also offers prospects on an
economic, ecological and social level. ILVO supports this
protein diversification, on the condition that it effectively
contributes to a balanced, tasty, healthy and safe diet
for a growing world population within a sustainable and
economically profitable framework. All protein sources
deserve attention, for the production of both food and feed.
ILVO invests in expertise and infrastructure to help all actors
in the growing market of the agro-food chain, based on
facts and science.
• protein diversification starts in the field
• animal protein and protein in feed
• ‘new’ protein sources such as seaweeds, algae, insects,
microorganisms
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Protein
diversification
For several years ILVO has been strongly committed to protein
diversification. This work supports the Flemish protein strategy
2021-2030, which focuses on local, sustainable and healthy
proteins from production to consumption. The research focuses
on hybrid meat products, vegetable protein sources and the use of
microbial biomass such as fungi and microalgae.
The Food Pilot, together with Flanders’ FOOD, also operationalizes
this trend by further investing in the pilot extraction line for plant
protein, where high-quality proteins from vegetable raw materials
can be isolated and concentrated, as well as given a fiber structure
via high moisture extrusion. The machines are also equipped
with sensors so that information can be collected on the use
of raw materials, water and energy, the required parameters for
evaluating sustainability from spade to fork.
contact: geert.vanroyen@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

18 pioneer farmers grow soy in flanders
After a successful campaign in which ILVO and Arvesta went looking
for farmers to pioneer Flemish soy cultivation, 18 soy pioneers (on
62 ha in total) started working with the crop this year, under
the guidance of ILVO researchers. This way, the research could
be extended to practice and more farmers could get their hands
dirty and develop some soy-growing skills.
The dry summer and onset of a heat wave just when the pods
started to fill led to disappointing soybean yields, similar to
many other crops. The soy crop was not yet profitable enough.
Protein contents, on the other hand, were very good; 75% of
farmers had protein contents above 40% (the minimum for
human consumption). This can be largely attributed to successful
inoculation.
Soy is still a promising new crop for Flemish agriculture with
proven climate and environmental benefits, but to eliminate
the remaining bottlenecks, upscaling of the acreage and further
(practical) research is needed.
contact: joke.pannecoucque@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

Ensiled mixed crops of faba beans and cereals as a regional
alternative for soybean meal in organic laying hen feed

Faba beans could be a worthy local protein source for mixing
into laying hen feed, but field beans also contain very high levels
of anti-nutritional factors (ANF). The research team of the KUILEG
project, which ended this year, found that ensiling mixed crops
of faba beans and cereals led to a strong reduction in these ANF.
After mixing these ensiled mixed crops into the laying hen feed,
the performance and egg quality of these laying hens was found
to be comparable to those when fed a commercial feed. Moreover,
the digestibility of the ensiled mixed crops was found to be better
than that of the dry field beans. Thus, the ensiling process may
provide improved protein availability.
It can be concluded from the trials that ensiled mixed crops of
faba beans and cereals are a regional alternative for soybean meal
in an organic laying hen feed.
contact: marta.lourenco@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

NEW
Microbial protein: a new protein source for feed and food
applications

ILVO will, within the framework of the Prometheus project,
characterize microbial protein sources and investigate how a
number of basic processing techniques in the food industry
influence the properties of the proteins. Based on the results, an
application matrix can be constructed to predict in which food
products each microbial protein can be applied.

NEW
OPTIPLUIM: optimal cultivation of protein crops for poultry

Prometheus is an ICON project in which research institutes
(ILVO, VITO and Flanders’ FOOD) and food companies (Calidris
Bio, Nutrition Sciences, Fides Petfood and Citrique Belge) work
together to bring about a mind shift in the food industry in
order to valorize chemical sources of nutritional energy and byproducts of industrial production processes and obtain valuable
components, such as microbial protein.
contact: geert.vanroyen@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

feed

The search for alternative (local) protein sources that can be mixed
in poultry feed continues unabated since the use of imported soy
from overseas can hardly be called sustainable. Via a 4-year VLAIOLA project ILVO, together with partners Inagro and Proefhoeve
Bottelare (HoGent/UGent), aims to provide Flemish arable and
poultry farmers and the feed industry with tools for the use of
locally grown, protein-rich leguminous crops in poultry feed.
In addition, there is a strong need to match the processing of the
harvested mixed crops to the poultry production system in both
laying hens and broilers. The valorization of the crop residues will
also be studied in this project. Furthermore, possible interactions
between the use of these mixed crops and the quality of the
animal products or nitrogen excretion by poultry will be assessed.
Finally, life cycle analyses will be conducted to compare the use
of locally produced leguminous crops with soy (locally produced
or not).
contact: marta.lourenco@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
evelyne.delezie@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
with support of
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

NEW

Alternative proteins for use in wider range of food
products? ILVO and flanders’ food take up the

Proteins from seaweed and legume By-products:
via biorefinery to new value chains for food and feed

challenge

A sustainable and inexpensive solution for the recovery of
biofunctional and technological proteins: that is the goal of
European project ALEHOOP, with ILVO as one of the 16 partners.
This project foresees a pilot-scale demonstration aimed at the
extraction of low-cost food proteins by means of a sustainable
and low-cost process, based on by-products of macroalgae
(seaweed) and legumes. The purified proteins will be used in the
food and feed industries.
In this project, the main objectives are; (1) to take advantage of
the by-products of processing materials of plant origin (legumes)
and residual macroalgae as feedstock, which can provide the
requested proteins in a more environmentally friendly way; (2) to
optimize the processing of algal biomass through biorefinery, in
order to increase the protein harvest compared to other processes
on a laboratory scale, taking into account quality and quantity. It
is assumed that the protein purity of these treatments is 60-70%.
contact: nathalie.bernaert@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Horizon 2020
European Union Funding
for Research & Innovation

In the Food Pilot in Melle, the Flemish Minister of Economy,
Innovation, Employment, Social Economy, Agriculture and
Fisheries Hilde Crevits inaugurated a new protein processing
machine in August 2020.

NEW

production of high moisture extrudate based on soy protein with high
moisture extrusion unit

Processing of protein crops from field to fork is now
operational

Food producers are increasingly demanding alternative protein
sources with high functionalities, better nutritional value, and
attractive taste and color, that are ready for further processing in
new food products. In the Food Pilot we want to build knowledge
about how these proteins behave in the entire production and
processing chain: from harvest to final product, from field to fork.
That is why investments were and are being made in a complete
Plant Protein Pilot, a collaboration between ILVO and Flanders’
FOOD.
This experimental pilot line consists of equipment for isolating,
concentrating and texturizing high-quality proteins. Investments
are made in equipment for the dehulling, defatting, centrifuging,
decanting, clarifying and purifying of vegetable raw materials.
These devices are purchased as part of a project supported by the
EFRO, VLAIO and the Province of East Flanders. They form the basic
processes of the Plant Protein Pilot and will be operational in the
course of 2021.
The high-quality proteins must also be processed further. Extrusion
can be used for this. This extrusion machine has already been
expanded with a module for ‘high moisture extrusion’ (HME), so
that not only dry textured vegetable proteins but also wet textured
proteins can be produced, in order to formulate meat analogs. The
integration of this line in the existing equipment array makes it
possible to process the obtained protein concentrates/isolates/
texturates in a wide range of final products from bakery, meat,
dairy and other sectors.
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contact: geert.vanroyen@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

The ‘high moisture extruder’ can process protein powder,
isolated from alternative proteins such as soy and sunflower
seeds, into protein with fiber-like structure. That structure
is interesting for the development of a new generation of
products for vegetarians and flexitarians. The machine is the
first - and most expensive - of the protein research line under
construction. This expansion will cost the Food Pilot a total
of over half a million euros. The investment comes from ILVO
and Flanders’ FOOD, with support from EFRO, VLAIO and the
province of East Flanders.
For processing into final products such as meat analogs,
dairy analogs, protein shakes, spreads or snacks, the Food
Pilot already has basic equipment. This includes a meat line,
dairy equipment, a UHT sterilization unit, mixing equipment,
shaping and baking equipment.
The Food Pilot is a publicly funded pilot food processing
plant of ILVO and Flanders’ FOOD, equipped with some 60
semi-industrial multifunctional devices and with a team of
technologists, food experts and microbiologists, specialized
laboratories and a taste panel at its disposal. Food companies
and researchers work hand in hand to test out new processes,
products, raw materials and recipes. This form of cooperation
stimulates innovation in the food sector, as proven by the 35
success stories in the brand new Food Pilot brochure.
contact: geert.vanroyen@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

NEW

Legumes growing fast in flanders. there is great
enthusiasm for growing, processing and eating them
Legumes have a future in Flanders. Consumer and retail
demand is rising, all links in the chain are present locally
and the first cultivation experiences are promising. Moreover,
all parties are very enthusiastic about working with them.
This became very clear during the contact seminar ‘Building
chains for locally grown legumes together’ that ILVO
organized in collaboration with Inagro, UGent and HoGent.
Jana Baeyens (ILVO): ‘It is now a matter of further mastering
the cultivation technique and setting up local chains,
because all the basic requirements for successful cultivation
are present.’
On August 27, 50 farmers, contractors, processors and traders
inspected promising leguminous crops on ILVO’s fields such
as lentils, chickpeas, field beans, peas, edamame, soy and
kidney beans. After that working visit, they participated in
a workshop in which they discussed the bottlenecks and
opportunities for the crops in Flanders.
contact: jana.baeyens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Local cultivation of quinoa in high gear
ILVO, Inagro and Praktijkpunt Landbouw Vlaams-Brabant are
working together with farmers and chain partners to remove the
last obstacles for scaling-up. In the short term, a tripling of the
acreage of sustainably cultivated quinoa for the local (Flemish)
market. That is the aim of Quinoa Lokaal or QUILO for short,
a new project in which the research centers ILVO, Inagro and
Praktijkpunt Landbouw Vlaams-Brabant are joining forces with
some 20 pioneer and candidate growers, suppliers and potential
customers. The demand for quinoa in Flanders is growing, due
to the trend towards protein diversification and target group
nutrition (gluten-free, low sugar). Currently, the majority of
quinoa in Flanders is imported from South America. The area of
local quinoa is only 50 hectares. This has to be scaled up.
That is feasible, because over the past 5 years a lot of work has
already been done to make quinoa a potential new Flemish crop.
Coordinator Gerda Cnops (ILVO): ‘In QUILO we are putting the
finishing touches to the project. We are refining the cultivation
technique and the choice of varieties, but we are also focusing on
sharing knowledge with growers and building the chain.’
contact: gerda.cnops@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Vegetable
protein
sources

11:34
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ILVO VISION
Precision agriculture is about taking the right action at the
right place, at the right time and at the smallest possible
scale. This minimizes the impact of feed and food production
on the environment as well as limits the use of inputs such
as plant protection products, water, (artificial) fertilizer,
veterinary drugs, and space, all while optimizing production.
By understanding plant stress reactions, soil fertility, carbon
storage and the possibility for implementing an intense
result-oriented management, it potentially even provides
returns for the sector and the environment. In recent years,
important steps have been taken towards implementation
in both the plant and animal sectors. The key is integration
of different data sources, but data sharing within the entire
agrifood chain needs to be further stimulated to realize
its full potential. In this way, precision agriculture can
effectively contribute to the systemic change proposed by
the European Commission’s Farm to Fork strategy.
• faster and more effective assessments of soil, plant and
animal conditions
• site-specific applications
• big data, machine learning and artificial intelligence
• together with the farmers
• data sharing technology
• the future lies in a single data market
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Precision agriculture
and data technology

The Living Lab Agrifood Technology came to full fruition in 2020
with an emphasis on niche automation with the establishment of
a robot platform that can be used for mechanical weed control,
small-scale harvesting machines and the application of artificial
intelligence in various areas of the agrifood column.
The data network DjustConnect was further developed and the
first steps were taken towards the automation of the Food Pilot
and the creation of a platform for artificial intelligence.
Real-time measurements and image analysis are becoming new
‘senses’ that can be applied in agriculture and fisheries, providing
precise and continuous data for scientists as well as farmers and
fishermen. In 2020, data collection on board fishing vessels saw a
breakthrough thanks to thorough co-creation.
contact: simon.cool@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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RESULT

RESULT

Everything about precision agriculture in vegetable

Ammonia and especially odor emissions from the pig house can

IKM-postbus will become smart and digital, relieving dairy

cultivation can be found on the new knowledge platform

be reduced using good ventilation

farmers of a great deal of administrative work

‘In principle, we can, with interventions that do not cost anything,
reduce the odor from a normal Flemish pig house by 34%, and
the ammonia emission by 11%, by using grids,’ says ILVO-UGent
researcher Rafael Tabase at the end of his doctorate. He conducted
research into improved ventilation regimes, more specifically in
modern pig stables (the so-called UFAD system or Underfloor
Air Distribution System). For the measurements, he combined
two newly developed models and an experimental trial platform
where he simulated the air movements in the house without the
need for live animals. Finally, he also validated his findings in
the fattening pig stable at the Pig Campus from ILVO, UGent and
HoGent in Melle.

At the Agridagen in Ravels (28 February 2020), ILVO and
IKM presented a digital tool that will represent considerable
administrative simplification for the 4,000 dairy farmers
affiliated with the IKM self-monitoring quality system (Integrale
Kwaliteitszorg Melk). Essentially, the dozens of forms, invoices,
analyses and measurements farmers currently need to collect
manually for their IKM audit will now automatically flow into a
personal, digital IKM file.

‘groentenprecies’
Slowly but surely, precision agriculture techniques are making their
appearance in Flemish agriculture and horticulture. GPS steering
is being used, and soil scans, crop measurements and site-specific
fertilization techniques are also on the rise. On the website www.
groentenprecies.be the partners of WikiLeeks lined these all up.
Partners within this project are Inagro, KU Leuven, VITO, PCG and
the Research Station for Vegetable Production. This project was
funded by VLAIO (Flemish Agency for Innovation and Enterprise).
Within the VLAIO project WikiLeeks, various techniques are being
tested on experimental and practical plots in order to collect
information about the soil condition and crop development.
Eventually, the partners want to use this information to draw up
task maps that will make it possible to fertilize leek fields in a
place-specific way.

contact: peter.demeyer@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

IKM-NET is the first tool available via the recently launched data
sharing platform DjustConnect, an initiative of ILVO, Boerenbond,
DGZ, CRV, Milcobel and AVEVE, with financial support from the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
contact: stephanie.vanweyenberg@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

contact: david.nuyttens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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NEW
Fishing vessel as data platform: the ‘vistools’ project
Which fish, and how many, are already in the hold? Which tows
brought in the most fish? And how much fuel has already been
used? Fishermen and scientists are working to use automated data
collection to create accessible, informative tools for shipowners
and skippers, both on board and online.

NEW
An app for lameness?
The CLAWCARE project wants to detect lameness in dairy cows
through the development of an affordable intelligent smartphone
app. UGent, ILVO, Inagro, Hooibeekhoeve and HoGent use mobile
thermal cameras and develop a corresponding self-learning
image processing algorithm.
Dairy farmers still too often underestimate the claw problems
and lameness status present on their farms. With the selflearning software tool for thermal cameras, this ‘farm blindness’
can be addressed. We expect the software tool to contribute
to the general increase in knowledge and awareness of the
importance of claw health and that the prevalence of claw
problems will eventually decrease.

The central objective of VISTools III is to automatically collect
fisheries information on board participating fishing vessels - a
scale-up from the first two pilot projects. This data is centralized
on the vessels and transmitted for processing and enrichment
with additional existing data sources. Linking this new source of
fisheries information with existing data allows for the development
of a number of accessible, informative tools for fishermen on
board and online. With these tools, users will gain greater insight
into catch composition, fuel consumption and yields down to
tow level. The information is transmitted anonymously, with the
fishermen retaining ownership of their data at all times. The
researchers and partners also developed an electronic fish hold
plan that allows the content and location of fish boxes in the fish
hold to be tracked through an application on a tablet.
contact: lancelot.blondeel@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

VIStools
Dataplatform

8:54

contact: stephanie.vanweyenberg@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Detection
of claw
problems

5:08
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NEW

NEW

More data on catches and lesser known fish stocks through

Real-time measurement of the indoor climate and emissions
level of a barn?

machine vision technology

The EFMZV project VISIM introduces machine vision into the
Belgian beam trawl fishery using self-sampling. The technological
approach should result in an increased data flow on catches and
discards in this specific fishery, and on the state of less well known
fish stocks.
Indeed, only a small percentage of the Belgian fleet’s catches are
documented through ILVO’s monitoring program, which is based
on the work of seagoing observers. This sampling approach
provides high quality data but is limited in scope, so that for less
common fish species such as turbot, brill and some ray species,
there is a lack of data on their distribution and abundance in
the fishing areas. Machine vision, an automatic system for image
recognition of fish species on board, could be a solution. This
would allow fishing vessels to collect their own data, a principle
called self-sampling.
contact: justin.defever@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Within the european MILKEY project, ILVO will develop a
monitoring tool - OTICE - which can support the dairy farmer with
the implementation and management of techniques for reducing
barn emissions. The challenge here is to reduce ammonia and
methane emissions in particular, while guaranteeing an optimal
indoor climate.

NEW
Smart Growers: smart automation, robotization and ict
applications for tree, asparagus and blueberry farming
The new interreg project Smart Growers promotes smart weed
control and irrigation, the use of sensors in tree nurseries, in
asparagus cultivation and in blueberry cultivation.
Through the introduction of smart farming at these companies,
the project wants to give a boost to sustainable agriculture and
horticulture in the Flemish-Dutch border region.
contact: peter.rakers@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Europees Fonds voor
Maritieme Zaken en Visserij
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In the technical part, which ILVO coordinates, a real-time
monitoring system is developed for the barn climate, which is
at least capable of warning of suboptimal climate conditions
via a web tool, but could ideally control the indoor climate fully
automatically. The parameters are temperature, rainfall and wind
speed but also gas concentrations of e.g. CO2 ammonia and if
possible also methane. Distinctive is the additional parameter
animal welfare, more specifically heat stress. The monitoring
system-in-progress OTICE is being tested in flanders and at various
farms in the partner countries.
contact: philippe.vanoverbeke@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Sensors and data processing
In a webinar, ILVO demonstrated its expertise in innovative
sensors and data systems that offer added value in
optimizing agrifood processes. As support for the sector,
they were tested against real challenges, such as hygiene,
processing optimization and product quality.
Among others, visual, multispectral and hyperspectral
cameras in combination with data processing algorithms
and artificial intelligence were applied for various cases.
Rapid measurement methods for inspection of pork were
evaluated. Using NIR spectroscopy and hyperspectral
imaging in combination with machine learning, predictions
of quality parameters such as intra-muscular fat, color, ph
and drip loss were made.
The same techniques succeeded in determining fat, protein
and moisture in soybean. And to they could distinguish bean
plants from visually very similar plant, chenopodium album
(milkweed).
In addition, the power of artificial intelligence in computer
vision was demonstrated. A deep learning model was
trained that uses images from an industrial, visual camera
to distinguish between good and bad peppers. Then a
parallel robotic arm with pneumatic end-effector was able
to successfully sort out the peppers on the conveyor belt.

NEW
A robot in the field? Co-creation may lead to autonomous
cultivation operations

A thoroughly tested prototype of an autonomous agricultural
vehicle: that is the ambitious goal of the Interreg project CIMAT.
Thanks to thorough innovation and co-creation, the device should
contribute to labor savings, ease of use, soil quality and perhaps
even yield.
In the initial phase of the project, the requirements of autonomous
agricultural machinery were mapped out. With this as a starting
point, ILVO, the Living Lab Agrifood Technology and partners
will start developing a prototype of a robot. This device will have
to endure several field tests in order to map the strengths and
shortcomings of the design and to improve it. These results will
be fed back to the end user. Farmers will be able to communicate
their feedback on the prototype with which the requirements of
the machine will be adjusted. After this, the development process
will be run again. In an iterative, co-creative way, we hope to
develop an autonomous robot that offers added value in the field.
contact: simon.cool@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

contact: simon.cool@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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ILVO VISION
Europe and the rest of the world are making full use of the
bioeconomy. ILVO sees this potential, including for locally
anchored projects on a Flemish scale. As a neutral knowledge
contributor with relevant experience and expertise, ILVO
wants to bring the right actors and stakeholders around the
table with an open mind to initiate ad hoc dynamic forms
of co-creative research around concrete cases. Through
system thinking and technical know-how, ILVO can assess
the potential of cases and guide actors towards a system
innovation. Cost-effectiveness and sustainability throughout
the new chains are paramount. That is why ILVO focuses on
a wide range of biomass production systems in which cycles
are closed as much as possible, on profitable and efficient
processing of flows and on applications with maximum
added value in both food and non-food sectors. By doing so,
ILVO contributes to the realization of the objectives included
in the bio-economy strategy of the Flemish government.
• versatile sources of biomass: land-based or not, including
residual flows
• logistics and storage
• an eye toward sustainability
• sustainable cultivation substrates
• guiding new chains and business cases
• scaling up as a challenge to address
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Bioeconomy
and closing cycles

The bio-economy aims for the optimal use of renewable raw
materials in all kinds of applications, from the use of wood fibers
in peat-free growing substrates to processing cucumber surpluses
into a cucumber drink. Closing cycles is central to this.
Which residual streams from agriculture and marine production
have the potential to be mined? How much additional organic
matter can we extract from the field without compromising soil
fertility? Can we bring residual streams back into the food chain,
can they be better used as animal feed, or do we choose for
a material application? What alliances between different actors
are needed to make innovative ideas succeed? ILVO is strongly
committed to this, and under the impetus of the Green Deal we
are continuing to work with the sector to establish success stories.
The Flemish government is also putting its back into these new
economies and approved the Bioeconomy Policy Plan in December
2020. The plan will be rolled out in the course of 2021.
contact: hilde.muylle@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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Crop residues from maize in the field?
Choice between soil carbon and raw materials for the
bioeconomy can be better calculated after doctorate

The root biomass of maize contributes - relatively speaking - twice
to even three times as much to the build-up of stable organic
matter in the soil as the above-ground crop residues - maize straw
- do. This is what recent ILVO-UGent research by Hui Xu shows.
In her UGent-ILVO PhD, she also discovered that above-ground
yield is not a reliable indicator to estimate below-ground biomass.
‘Those who would model soil carbon accumulation as a result of
above-ground and below-ground maize residues on the basis of
measurable (above-ground) yield are deceived. The amount of root
mass is more related to soil properties than to plant genetics or
aboveground biomass.’
These PhD results are immediately useful for the coming
sustainable bioeconomy. Bart Vandecasteele (co-promotor and
ILVO soil specialist): ‘In principle, you can take maize straw to a
fermenter or other installation to extract renewable fuel. There
has to be a balance here between removing crop residues, and
their role in soil fertility and building up stable carbon, a measure
against global warming.’
contact: bart.vandecasteele@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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Food losses become sought-after food products

Cattle don’t like sprouts (either)

A total of 24 concrete projects and 37 subsidized companies to
valorize vegetable by-products as much as possible: that is the
result of the Interreg project Food from Food. ILVO collaborated
on four large and approximately 20 smaller cases, including the
development of a flavor enhancer from leek leaves, a Belgian
endive croquette, vegetarian snacks and cucumber drinks.

Adding sprout stalks to cattle feed is not a good idea, according
to results of the VEGCAT project. Major stumbling blocks were the
cost of ensiling, poor palatability, and the low feed value.

The concrete cases can - partly thanks to the practical and financial
support within the project - be considered very successful, and
they form an inspiration for existing food companies and starters.
For them, Food from Food also formulated concrete tips for the
successful development of new products based on food losses.
contact: nathalie.bernaert@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
Magazine FoodfromFood

In theory, food losses from vegetable production can be used
as fodder for cattle, but in practice this is not always the best
option. Upgrading sprouts does not work through the fodder
track. Currently, it is being investigated whether they are suitable
as raw materials in the paper industry.
contact: leen.vandaele@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

RESULT

RESULT
IN THE SPOTLIGHT

© Dries Dauwe

Algae feeding trials in broiler and laying hens

Horticulture in transition
Globally, one-third of the food produced is currently wasted, about
half of it during cultivation and harvest. Fruits and vegetables are
thrown away due to overproduction and when they do not meet
specifications because they are the wrong weight, size or shape.
There are also considerable by-products in the form of leaves and
stems. Much is being done to prevent spillage, but the residual
flow from horticulture will always be very large. This represents a
huge amount of raw materials available for potential innovative
applications.
In the Interreg Bioboost project, ILVO and the Food Pilot worked
on the processes and the optimization of the process technologies,
the development and testing of numerous applications for
the processing of various vegetable and fruit food losses, herb
stems, mushroom stems, sprouts, tomatoes, cucumbers, leaves of
Belgian endive, and so on. A range of products such as juices,
soups, sauces, chutneys, jams, croquettes, cookies, flavor boosters,
protein substitutes in vegan applications (aquafaba), etc. was
the result. Research was also conducted around various fiber
fractions and their possible significance with regard to our health.
An overview of the many initiatives can be found online on the
Bioboost platform.
contact: geertrui.vlaemynck@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
bart.vandroogenbroeck@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

CichOpt - Making optimal use of the biomass of cichorium
crops

In the transition to a more bio-based economy and the pursuit of
a sustainable agrifood chain, the better utilization of food losses
is an important path. The use of these flows for new, high-quality
applications via innovative techniques contributes to closing the
cycles and, in the long term, to better profitability of the companies
involved. These are the objectives of an ongoing doctoral research
project and the European CichOpt project coordinated by ILVO.

Although the focus of the ValgOrize project is on sustainably
and qualitatively produced tasty algae for human
consumption, researchers at ILVO are also looking how the
residual flows from this production can be valorized in
poultry feed as part of a zero waste approach.
The application seems promising; not only do many algae
species possess a high protein content, they can also be
beneficial for the fatty acid composition of eggs, and even
influence the color of the yolk. ‘But the amino acid and
fatty acid composition, the digestibility of the feed and the
taste of the final product, among other things, are all things
need to be studied before we introduce algae as standard
practice,’ says Johan De Boever, feed evaluation expert
at ILVO. ‘We are doing that with the residual flows in the
ValgOrize feed-related studies.’
contact: johan.robbens@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

The past two years have already seen many relevant results. The
potential of dietary fiber derived from forced chicory roots for
applications in vegetable food was confirmed. Another worthy
valorization was the launch of a Belgian endive gin derived from
class II Belgian endive heads (www.kampenhoutgin.be). Previously
we communicated about Belgian endive croquettes made from
Class II heads; recently tasty syrups and fermented drinks were
also made with this excess juice. A more detailed knowledge of
the bitters in Belgian endive, radicchio rosso, friselin and other
Cichorium species was also further expanded. During the final
phase of the CichOpt project, the sustainability and economic
feasibility of different processing routes will also be examined.
contact: bart.vandroogenbroeck@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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Vegetables on the roof

Reuse of growing substrates

Creating a good root environment in a rooftop vegetable garden
through circular management was the goal of a Flanders Circular
collaboration between ILVO and Ghent-based ROOF FOOD. ILVO
characterized the chemical and microbiological properties of the
substrate of the rooftop vegetable garden, and laid down criteria
for a ‘rooftop vegetable garden-enhancing’ agent.

In the ReGrow4C project (Flanders Circular), decomposed
peat and perlite substrates, originating from strawberry and
cucumber growers in the area, were steamed and reused at the
ornamental plant cultivation company JoLuPlant. Together with
the Proefcentrum voor Sierteelt (PCS) ILVO tested the efficiency of
the hygienization process for plant pathogenic fungi, vine weevil
and weed seeds, and the quality of the steamed substrate was
assessed for both physicochemical and biological properties.

The challenge was to maintain sufficient carbon (and thus organic
matter) in the top layer of the rooftop vegetable garden to keep
the pH from rising further, and preferably even slightly decreasing,
and to strive to add organic matter that could provide sufficient
mineral N. Different soil conditioners (worm compost, GFT
compost, green compost) were compared in terms of maintaining
the fertility of the roof garden substrate. There appeared to be no
one ready-made solution in the form of one product. Acidifying
effect and supply of C can be obtained through a woody material,
while supply of a source of mineral N and possibly other nutrients
can be done through a compost or through an organic fertilizer.
Together they form a soil improver that forms a better fit with
the needs of the vegetable garden. This contributes to a better
closing of cycles.
contact: bart.vandecasteele@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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We showed that the heating process (steaming at 100°C and 1
hour of storage at 70°C) is efficient in killing off the tested plant
harmful organisms and weed seeds. Moreover, steaming has only
a limited effect on the physicochemical properties. The steamed
substrate is as stable as new substrate, has a relatively high pH
and already contains a lot of nutrients. The latter indicates that
the fertilization of the next crop should be adjusted accordingly.
These steamed substrates were tested for a number of ornamental
plants, both for the propagation of cuttings, for greenhouse
cultivation and for cultivation in a container field. These tests
showed that the steamed substrate can be reused as a cuttings
and cultivation substrate, but that it should be assessed per crop
whether additional mineral N should be added.
contact: bart.vandecasteele@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

NEW
Chitin in the mix?

Collecting cucumbers

Can the natural substance chitin have a beneficial effect in a
soil substrate for the cultivation of leafy vegetables, especially
as a natural growth inhibitor of Salmonella? This is the research
question the project ‘ChitinOMix’, in the framework of the
sustainable improvement of food safety of vegetables consumed
raw.
ILVO, UGent, ZHAW and the University of Zurich are investigating
the effect of chitin as a substrate additive on plant response,
microbial community and human pathogenic bacteria. Chitin is
found in the shells of shrimp, lobster and crab, among others.
In nature, chitin is the most common biopolymer after cellulose.
Extracting chitin from residual flows such as shrimp and crab
shells will help to close cycles.

Cucumbers can be juiced in times of overproduction in a
nearly oxygen-free way. According to ILVO food researchers,
the concentrated cucumber juice has potential as a healthy,
refreshing flavor enhancer in commercial summer drinks.
These findings - from recent experiments - and the first
practical applications arose in response to the COVID-19
crisis. The closure of restaurants, large events and corporate
catering resulted in cucumber surpluses at the vegetable
auctions.

contact: bart.cottyn@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
marc.heyndrickx@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

NEW
Wood fiber as a peat substitute in greenhouse horticulture
In the past hundred years, one-third of the peatlands in Norway
have been destroyed. These peatlands are threatened not only by
peat extraction, but also agriculture and urbanization. Within the
EU, the use of peat for horticulture is being critically evaluated.
The development of peat-free growing substrates is an important
challenge for a sustainable future of horticulture.
The Norwegian research project SUBTECH is developing new and
functional wood fiber-based cultivation substrates for professional
greenhouse horticulture. Materials based on Norway spruce and
mixtures containing these wood fibers are being tested for plant
cultivation in tunnel greenhouses and greenhouse horticulture.
ILVO characterizes the stability of the wood fibers and their
interaction with nitrogen. Fertigation and watering are optimized
for these new substrate mixtures using sensor-based monitoring.
Precision fertigation based on models and sensor technology
leads to reduced environmental impact and water losses, higher
yields and higher crop quality. Promising sustainable wood fiber
substrates are then tested and evaluated by Norwegian growers.

Nathalie Bernaert (ILVO specialist for vegetable by-products):
‘The ILVO research team that focuses on the theme of food
waste and new valorization possibilities for by-products
has set up a series of experiments with cucumbers as a
priority in the Food Pilot in Melle. This led to concrete, useful
processes and to various products that could also offer a
solution against food losses in the future.’
contact: nathalie.bernaert@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Processing
surplus
cucumbers

0:49

contact: bart.vandecasteele@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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ILVO VISION
In its Farm to Fork strategy, the European Commission
states that our consumption patterns must become more
sustainable in order to safeguard and improve the health of
people and the planet. Producing quality foodstuffs requires
the availability of primary raw materials with a range of
nutritional and technological properties and subsequent
production processes that enable production of tasty,
nutritionally balanced and safe final products. Diversification
and tailoring supply to the needs of individual consumers
and consumer groups while addressing the social need to
curb malnutrition (both excesses and shortages) are the
global drivers of ILVO research projects on healthy food.
With a broad network and a holistic view on research, ILVO
can perform integrated research for the entire chain.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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system approach to eradicate malnutrition
collaboration with the health care sector
intestinal health
raw materials with interesting properties
processing of new ingredients
allergens

Nutrition
and health
ILVO strives for a nutritionally balanced, safe and delicious diet for
a growing world population within a sustainable and economically
sound framework. How can both primary production and the
processing industry, as important links in the agrifood system,
contribute to this? ILVO actively engages with various stakeholders
in this chain and supports them with demand-driven research.
In order to support the sector in producing high-quality food, ILVO
has made extra efforts in the area of analytics in the past year. For
instance, accreditations were obtained for analyses concerning
GMOs/allergens and lactose and for validating ring tests. Rapid
tests for veterinary medicines and other parameters were also
evaluated, by order of companies and as a basis for an AOAC
certificate. Additionally, a guidance program was established for
companies struggling with persistent bacteria (such as Salmonella
and Listeria monocytogenes) in the operating environment. In
addition, the analysis capacity was expanded with the purchase of
an IR/NIR and Maldi-tof device for analyzing quality parameters
during food production. The expansion in analysis capacity
dovetails seamlessly with the expansion in processing capacity.
A high moisture extrusion line was purchased and a protein
processing line is on the way; both support ILVO’s work in protein
diversification.

is not the same for everyone. What is nutritionally balanced and
safe for one group of people is not necessarily so for another. ILVO
focuses on the elderly and patients with special care needs, such
as neurological disorders, to help prevent malnutrition. Nutrition
adapted for swallowing and chewing problems, energy-dense
nutrition, and insights on intestinal health are some examples.
ILVO also enters into alliances with the health sector. ILVO took an
important step as co-founder of NuHCaS, an open research and
innovation center that brings together the disciplines of Nutrition,
Health and Care in a systemic approach. Within this care platform,
the focus is mainly on optimizing the diet and food supply in the
care sector and avoiding malnutrition.
contact: lieve.herman@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

ILVO is also working on food for target populations. Healthy food
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT
The past, present and future of the food pilot
Flanders’ Food and ILVO jointly founded the Food Pilot 9
years ago. Lieve Herman looks back on that period and also
talks about her ambitions for the Food Pilot.

New robust detection method for allergens in food
Severe food allergies occur in 5% of adults and 8% of children. For
them, it is very important that their food products are free of the
allergens that make them sick. In order to be able to guarantee
the accuracy of the list of ingredients on the label even better, a
new detection method has been developed via VIB/UGent-ILVO
doctoral work by Kaatje Van Vlierberghe. The method is very
accurate and detects the allergens peanut, hazelnut, milk and egg
simultaneously. But it is especially accurate in foods that have
undergone processing steps such as high heating and mixing in
an oily matrix. This is important, because the allergenic power
of nuts, dairy or eggs can actually strengthen, weaken or even
disappear with certain processing steps.
The improved detection method ensures that enforcement through analytical control - is strengthened. ‘The road is thus
open to allergen labeling that better corresponds to what is really
present in the final product, and thus more certainty for people
with food allergies,’ says promotor Christof Van Poucke.
contact: christof.vanpoucke@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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contact: lieve.herman@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

15 years of
Flanders’ Food
Lieve Herman
Food Pilot
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Mutant spores and their impact on food safety and spoilage
ILVO, UGent and KU Leuven have unraveled the mechanism by
which endospores of spoilage or pathogenic bacteria of the
Bacillus cereus group become more resistant to UV-C radiation
or heat. The discovery of the mechanism may be a first step in
the development of better treatment techniques in industry to
prevent this resistance from forming.
For the first time it was found that endospores mutate quite
rapidly to develop increased resistance to a stress treatment such
as heating or UV-C radiation. In-depth research has shown that
the increased resistance is caused by an altered composition
of certain layers (cortex and coat, respectively) of the mutant
endospores. A variation in the number of repeats of the genetic
code - short tandem repeats - in the pdaA gene (encoding the
peptidoglycan-N-acetylmuramic acid deacetylase) was identified
as the responsible mechanism for a switch to endospores with
increased UV-C resistance but reduced germination efficiency. A
return is also possible, to normal germination efficiency and lower
UV-C resistance.

RESULT

Plant toxins in dietary supplements: new analytical methods
available

Improved knowledge about and analytical methodologies for
various plant toxins in food supplements is the outcome of the
project ANAPLANTOX. Both are necessary for manufacturers of
food supplements as well as the competent authorities (control,
legislation) in the context of food safety.
Indeed, food supplements can contain plant compounds that are
toxic and/or can interact negatively with certain medicines or
therapies. In order to be able to detect them, standardized, specific
and sufficiently sensitive detection methods are required, as well
as knowledge about which toxins to focus on as a priority. The
FPS ANAPLANTOX project, a collaboration between CER Groupe
and ILVO, tackled both bottlenecks.
contact: els.vanpamel@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

contact: marc.heyndrickx@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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NEW
New service: technology investments (NIR, IR and Maldi-tof)
Due to the increasing demand for automation and efficiency
during food production, there is
growing interest in food companies for
input control, process control, trend
analysis, etc. on-line, at-line or on-site.
In order to support this new trend, ILVO
invested last year in techniques such
as ‘Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption
Ionisation-Time Of Flight’ (MALDI-TOF),
‘Infrared Spectroscopy’ (IR) and ‘Near
Infrared Spectroscopy’ (NIR).

NEW
Crisis management in the event of pandemics: development of
an intelligent set of tools

Predictive models, early warning systems and portable testing
devices are some of the tools needed for the control of
pandemics and will be developed within the large-scale STAMINA
project. ILVO focuses on rapid detection of emerging diseases.
The STAMINA project as a whole focuses on the (potentially)
pandemic pathogens COVID-19, influenza, Zika and West Nile
virus, and also on foodborne pathogens such as E. coli (ESBL).
STAMINA is a large-scale European Horizon2020 research project
with 37 international partners, who are co-designing and testing
the tools.
contact: ellen.lambrecht@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

These devices are considered to be the
new generation of test systems that
can be used for targeted and nontargeted monitoring of food quality
and safety. They share the following
characteristics: they provide a quick
result, can be used on very diverse matrices, require little or
no sample preparation, allow the simultaneous determination
of different components per measurement, and provide realtime information about the process. IR and NIR are also nondestructive. These analysis techniques are aimed at recognizing
patterns and determining changes (ingredients, microorganisms,
allergens, etc.). These characteristic ‘fingerprints’ are usually so
complex that it is very difficult to assign specific pieces to specific
(chemical) components. Here, artificial intelligence (AI) can be used
to understand these profiles. The combination of MALDI-TOF, (N)
IR and AI gives ILVO the possibility to offer a unique combination
of areas of expertise in their services or research to improve the
quality of food products, of production processes or cultivation
processes in primary production.
MALDI-TOF can be used to quickly and accurately identify microorganisms (bacteria, yeasts and fungi). IR and NIR spectroscopy
can be used to identify compounds (proteins, fats, carbohydrates,
moisture), but also for complex quality characteristics such as
texture and sensory properties. The three new techniques can also
detect ingredient and origin fraud.
contact: christof.vanpoucke@ilvo.vlaanderen.be (MALDI-TOF)
hadewig.werbrouck@ilvo.vlaanderen.be (IR)
geert.vanroyen@ilvo.vlaanderen.be (NIR)
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
5G in agriculture and nutrition: five times HEALTH as
a beacon for ILVO research
The renewed research strategy puts research efforts under
the heading of 5x health (Gezondheid) of the agrifood
system:
•
•
•
•
•

healthy
healthy
healthy
healthy
healthy

primary production (and catch)
food processing
socio-economic relationships
consumption
environment

The ambition is to work in one’s own research field towards
systemic health of the agrifood chain.

ILVO guides food companies in the control of Listeria
monocytogenes and Salmonella
The main focus is on persistent Listeria monocytogenes
and Salmonella strains within the food company. Through
the analysis technique of WGS (whole genome sequencing)
and the use of international databases, they are able to
identify a food company as the cause of a food outbreak.
It is therefore understandable that food companies want
to control this problem of Listeria monocytogenes and
Salmonella. ILVO can provide guidance in this regard. In
addition to on-the-floor support, ILVO has also prepared
alternative methods that can distinguish persistent Listeria
monocytogenes and Salmonella strains within a company
from the bacteria just ‘passing by’ without a link to
international databases. All indications are that this is a
good basis for a customized solution.
contact: koen.dereu@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Diversity is important. We need all forms of agriculture.
ILVO supports this with research results that are relevant
in practice, and with the people who are active in the field.
The Flemish Parliament was the first to hear the
presentation on ‘5G in Agriculture and Food’ on 1 July 2020,
in a presentation by Joris Relaes.
contact: greet.riebbels@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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ILVO’s agrifood research landscape
Being an example for our surroundings
In the summer of 2020, ILVO’s agrifood research landscape
(an open agricultural research landscape) was born. With
more than 200 hectares of experimental fields and research
infrastructure in the open cultivated landscape to the
south of Ghent, ILVO occupies a special space for highquality scientific research into agrifood, agriculture and the
countryside.
From social and policy-related points of attention such as
energy efficiency, desealing, water buffering and increasing
biodiversity, ILVO chooses to develop these grounds and
infrastructure in a maximally climate-neutral way for the
benefit of research and society. In order to give concrete
form to that ambition in terms of research, ILVO is working
on the co-creative development of an innovative food
landscape on its sites, following the example of iconic
European agricultural parks such as the Parc Agrari del Baix
Llobregat near Barcelona, or the Belvedère landschaftspark
near Cologne which also houses the Max Planck Institute for
plant breeding.
This agrifood research landscape aims to become a top
research incubator with the highest quality landscape
and agricultural performance with an exemplary function
for the wider environment. At ILVO’s agrifood research
landscape, the experimental field work for food production,
greenhouses, labs and other research infrastructure will find
their place between flowering borders, hedges and ponds,
slow roads for cyclists and hikers, and historical buildings.
Visitor facilities and resting points with refreshments and
a bit of explanation of ILVO’s operations, contemporary
practices, and agricultural developments are an integral part
of this. By showcasing our climate-robust open space and
climate-neutral infrastructure, ILVO wants to set an example.
contact: elke.vanempten@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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Living Labs
Living Lab Agroecology and Organic Agriculture (LLAEBIO)
Co-creating with LLAEBIO

Webinar series on fair price

The LLAEBIO partner meetings have been organized
quarterly since October 2020. This meeting brings the
partners together at regular intervals. It is an ideal moment
to communicate the activities organized by LLAEBIO and to
give those interested in LLAEBIO a platform to present their
projects/actions/events around agroecology or organic
agriculture to each other.

How do I determine a fair price for my products? Through
three webinars featuring people with theoretical knowledge
as well as farmers with practical experience, we inspire people
around business models, determining the cost of production and
strategies for marketing.

Co-creation is central. LLAEBIO includes a wide variety of
partners, ranging from research, advisory services, government
and those in the field. Bringing these diverse actors together
often means looking at one particular project with different
perspectives. What seems feasible in practice may not be
possible due to legislation and vice versa. This diversity of
actors gives rise to constructive discussions and enriching
insights; partners get to know each other’s expertise around
concrete cases, which strengthens connections. This lays the
foundation for new collaborations.
A PhD student, after presenting her research project: ‘Thanks
to the quarterly LLAEBIO meetings, I came into contact with
different researchers, who looked at and followed up certain
techniques relevant to my research. Using this information
helped me to fine-tune my research topic.’
contact: llaebio@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
jo.bijttebier@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
www.llaebio.be/output
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Via a co-creative systems thinking exercise together with farmers,
three themes were identified that are decisive in setting a fair
price: business models, cost of production and marketing. Several
organizations and agencies contributed to these 3 webinars,
which were mainly designed based on questions from the field.
A participating farmer said, ‘The webinars provide added value
by informing farmers how they can empower themselves to get
a fair price.’

Plant Living Lab

Living Lab Agrifood Technology

ILVO harvests rubber-producing dandelion

Robotics also for small-scale organic farming

KeyGene, a biotech company based in Wageningen (NL), started
in 2010 with the breeding of the rubber-producing dandelion
(Taraxacum koksaghyz), a potential local source of natural rubber
for application in car tires, furniture, sportswear, shoes and
machine building. The root of the plant contains over 10% natural
rubber. For cultivation optimization and up-scaling, KeyGene set
up a collaboration with ILVO within the Drive4EU project in 2014.

‘The BIOBot - mechanical weed control in small-scale organic
vegetable cultivation will become a lot easier’

Anker Sørensen (KeyGene): ‘We as breeders are working on plant
material that provides a thicker taproot and a higher rubber
content. ILVO in turn is investigating the possibility of a higher
sowing density.’ In the Drive4EU project, ILVO concentrated on
optimizing and scaling up cultivation, harvesting and storage
technology. Results of this 4-year research are promising.
Hilde Muylle (ILVO): ‘We have succeeded in scaling up the cultivation
to 4 ha and are now ready for the next step to 100 and even 1000
ha.’
ILVO and the Dutch research and breeding company KeyGene are
already continuing their collaboration.
Anker Sørensen (KeyGene): ‘We strongly believe in the potential
of rubber from this dandelion species and therefore continue
to invest in the crop. Together with ILVO we are committed to
the further optimization of the cultivation. Within a few years we
want to bring suitable varieties to the market.’
contact: hilde.muylle@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
Growing
rubberproducing
dandelion

Weed control in small-scale organic farming is still often a
highly labor-intensive, repetitive and time-consuming process.
If a robot could automatically remove weeds in a mechanical
way at a relatively low cost, this would offer many advantages
for the grower such as optimizing labor efficiency. ILVO and the
research group IDLab-AIRO of UGent-imec therefore joined forces
in the ‘BIOBot’ project, in which a multi-purpose and affordable
robot platform was developed in co-creation with CSA companies
in order to demonstrate that robotization can also be a viable
option for these companies.
By linking the practical knowledge of six involved growers to the
robotics expertise within ILVO and UGent, this project resulted
in a compact, affordable prototype robot platform, aimed at
mechanical weed control in organic vegetable cultivation on
narrow beds.

Based on the principles of knowledge sharing, co-creation
and practical relevance, the farm is already looking ahead
to new projects to further optimize automatic weed control
but also to tackle other challenges within this and other
agricultural sectors.
contact: simon.cool@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Ecosystem
BioBot

2:55

Many growers are eager to apply technology to reduce labor
peaks on their farm and generally increase the efficiency of their
farm. The project illustrates that recent innovations in technology
make a lot of things possible, and also shows that involving the
end-user of technology, in this case growers, throughout the
innovation process does pay off. Prof. Francis Wyffels: ‘By involving
the growers intensively throughout the design and by carrying
out tests in a practical environment, we look at problems from
different perspectives and at the same time ensure that what is
developed can actually be applied and can represent added value
in practice.’

1:25
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Living Labs
Living Lab Animal Husbandry
Tastier feed for organic piglets

Prevention and control of worm infections in organic laying hens

Digital bridge to dairy farmers

A concrete question from a pig farmer to the Pig Information
Center about insufficient feeding of his organic piglets led
to the establishment of the EIP operational group BioBIG.
Within the operational group, improvement paths are
identified to optimize the composition and palatability of
organic weaning feeds. Besides the original question (optimal
weaning feed), the importance of other challenges such as
general weaning management soon became apparent.

The Prebebioleg project was started at the request of the organic
poultry sector. When the new organic regulation comes into force,
organic poultry farmers may be confronted with a waiting period
after the use of the only deworming products registered for
poultry, flubendazole or fenbendazole. This would have a major
economic impact on the entire chain. Moreover, in the organic
sector, the use of allopathic agents is minimized as much as
possible. In Prebebioleg the forces are combined and alternatives
around this issue are investigated.

Last September, the covid measures meant that two planned
workshops for dairy farmers could not take place as planned. ILVO
and Hooibeekhoeve did not throw in the towel and instead joined
forces to organize an online information event for dairy farmers.
Not a traditional seminar, but rather online video workshops
on concrete themes from practice were organized with digital
interaction. The video workshops were presented by experts from
different partners (ILVO Dier, ILVO T&V, Hooibeekhoeve, UGent,
LCV, KU Leuven).

The operational group led to an intensified knowledge
exchange and cooperation between four organic pig
farmers, a feed manufacturer, researchers, sector
organization and policy. The pig farmers are the driving
force and determine the alternative feeds that are tested
on their farms. The project partners provide possible
practical solutions to improve weaning feed composition
and weaning management, and support the pig farmers in
setting up the trial, weighing on their farms and processing
the collected data. The challenges are then picked up by the
sector organization policy.

Organic poultry farmers are very closely involved in this project
in various focus groups. It is important for researchers to know
what organic poultry farmers are currently doing to prevent and
combat this problem and which alternatives seem feasible to
them. Also poultry veterinarians and domestic and foreign experts
are involved in this project so that all kinds of knowledge in the
field of (organic) worm control is brought together.

ILVO and Hooibeekhoeve worked very closely together for this
initiative in order to bring together the knowledge spread over
the different partners and bundle it into a coherent story. This
initiative not only bundled the knowledge, but also brought
the different partners closer together and improved mutual
communication. This also stimulates future collaboration.

Participating pig farmer: ‘By taking part in the operational
group as pig farmers, we got to know each other in a
closer way and are increasingly exchanging knowledge and
experiences with each other.’
See link for more info about BioBIG
contact: sarah.desmet@varkensloket.be
info@varkensloket.be
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In the project several ‘standard operating procedures (SOPs)’ will
be drawn up. These will also be tested at a professional organic
layer farm to see if they can be applied in the daily operations of
the organic poultry farmer (work/time). Something that has been
set up for and with the sector automatically has a large support
base.
Partner Bioforum: ‘In the spirit of organic production we are
always looking for alternatives to the use of allopathic veterinary
medicines. For organic poultry farmers it is sometimes not so
clear when flubendazole/fenbendazole is or is not really needed,
so clear guidelines and alternatives are absolutely welcome!’
contact: info@pluimveeloket.be

‘Despite the difficult times, the Dairy Picnic succeeded flawlessly in
forming a bridge between research and practice.’ (Stijn Heirbaut,
Researcher UGent)
contact: info@rundveeloket.be

Marine Living Lab

Living Lab Food Pilot

Fishing for data

Success Stories

New customers find their way to the food pilot

Various tasks that a skipper or ship owner has to perform to
monitor the fishing activities of the vessel(s) are still often done
on paper, even when devices and sensors installed on board
are collecting a lot of (digital) information. What is missing is
centralization and data processing. VISTools aims to automate the
collection of data from common devices aboard fishing vessels
and extract useful information from them for shipowners. This
allows the shipowner to remotely monitor the position, catches,
fuel consumption and (estimated) yield of the fishing vessel in
real-time and at high resolution. Later, the conditions under
which the data could be used for fisheries research will also be
examined.

Food Pilot is the living lab of ILVO and Flanders’ FOOD that helps
companies, labs and governments with agrifood challenges,
such as improving food products or production processes and
troubleshooting. The Food Pilot uses a co-creation approach.
After an exploratory meeting and based on the specific questions,
recipes, or samples, a pilot plan is discussed. Confidential and
tailored to the specific question, we look for solutions together.

In 2020, 523 pilot tests were conducted for 91 customers.
These included 40 Belgian industrial food companies, 16
foreign companies, 11 knowledge institutions, 4 Belgian and 3
Dutch agricultural companies and 17 international collective
research projects. Companies from the various subsectors
were represented, such as ingredients, dairy, vegetables,
feeds, etc.

One of the success stories is the cooperation with VerbruggenPaddestoelen. Verbruggen ensures that the residual flow of
mushrooms can be processed. Mushrooms are a sound alternative
to meat, with taste, texture and juiciness in every bite.
The stems and at times surplus mushrooms and oyster mushrooms
form food losses in our production. Pilot tests and analyses in
the Food Pilot have shown that they are a good ingredient in a
number of new recipes for butchers.’

In 2020, our laboratories performed 21,023 food analyses
for 213 private companies in the context of product
composition, food safety and authenticity. Notable
again is the high number of new customers: 80 of them.
Companies include food companies, farmers, other labs,
certification & inspection bodies, consumer organizations,
kit manufacturers, pharmaceutical industry, etc.

VIStools originated from the collaboration with the fisherman
Pedro Rappé (Omni-C), who had developed a first prototype
of an information system of his own, which formed the basis
for the VISTools system. This system is being tested on a vessel
(Z.483 Jasmine) with the cooperation of the owner (Dany Vlietinck,
Rederij Nathalie). In addition, each new development in the project
is discussed with a group of shipowners involved to ensure that
VISTools meets the requirements of sector members.
Pedro Rappé: ‘This system could only be developed through the
close collaboration between fisheries and research. When working
from a basis of trust for the respectful and correct handling of
potentially sensitive data, win-wins can be created for all partners
involved.’

More than 20 other success stories can be found in the brochure.

Finally, our labs provided important support through the
organization of 30 ring tests, 23 calibration series and 22
different control sample items (with a creation frequency
ranging from weekly to quarterly). These were created
by ILVO, for quality assurance for 54 different customers,
including milk control laboratories, companies, kit producers,
and others.
contact: karen.verstraete@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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Operational resources
2 entities

Business Plan 2020-2024

Risk Management

Administratively, ILVO consists of the two separate entities
that reinforce each other in a remarkable way: the IVA
‘ILVO-VO’ (the Internal Independent Agency of the Flemish
Government - without a legal personality) and ‘ILVO-EV’
(ILVO Own Capital). These legally separate entities each
have a budget, a staff and governing bodies. Whereas ILVOVO works largely through the basic endowment, ILVO-EV
acquires funds in a flexible manner through competitive
research at home and abroad, through companies and
through paid services.

Within the new Policy Memorandum 2019-2024, the ILVO Business
Plan 2020-2024, which states all of ILVO’s strategic and operational
objectives, was approved. These objectives fit within the substantive
structural element ‘agricultural and sea fisheries research’ and the
ILVO research vision, and also concern our internal operations.
The objectives are systematically implemented and followed up. If
necessary, adjustments are made.

Audit Flanders (AV) evaluated the maturity of ILVO risk management
and the recommendation after the audit of the scientific research
process. The auditors concluded that ILVO uses a standardized
method tailored to its own operations. The risk awareness of the
key people has grown and the knowledge and expertise are further
embedded in the organization. This translates into an increasing
maturity for risk identification and evaluation from 3.1 to 3.3.
For risk management, the maturity score of 3 is maintained. The
recommendation around data management was also achieved.
Continuity in times of corona

In the first years of ILVO, the ratio of VO and EV was
approximately equal. In recent years, the balance EV/VO has
remained stable at approximately 2/3 EV - 1/3 VO. In 2020,
as in 2019, the basic endowment to ILVO accounts for 30%
of ILVO’s total operating funds.

Basic grant Policy Area L&V

30%

Structural financing: 30%

Grant L&V

Distribution of operational resources ILVO 2020
30 %

12%

Flemish Government

4%

VLAIO

11%

Federal Government

12%

EU		

14%

Private sector

6%

Business Unit

11%

Project-based financing: 70%
(assignments and competitive research)
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The safety measures and the commitment of all ILVO employees
ensured the continuity of ILVO during the COVID-19 crisis. The
situation was closely monitored and controlled via the (sometimes
daily) covid meetings of the management team. Internal
communication ensured that the staff stayed involved. A team of
volunteers pitched in at crucial moments to make face masks, and
colleagues showed great flexibility so that ILVO’s daily operations
could continue.

11%
6%

12%

4%

14%
12%

11%

Human Resources
About telework and trust
Covid-19

Personnel survey 2020

As of March 13, 2020, 2/3 of all ILVO staff members started working
from home.
Because solidarity comes under pressure when working
permanently from home, #Team-ILVO-Revive, the online version
of the dialogue canvas for teams about ILVO values, was launched
at the end of May.
Working under the covid restrictions remains a concern.

Every two years, the Flemish government conducts a personnel
survey of its employees and managers.

New HR policy plan 2020 - 2024

Personnel figures

A central theme in the new HR policy plan is trust, a concept that
has gained even more importance during covid.
We rely on each other to ensure safety in the workplace for
everyone by closely following instructions.
We trust our teleworkers to deliver.
When things get a bit tough, we have enough trust in each other
to start a conversation about it.

The total number of staff at ILVO continues to increase.
The decline under the pressure of cost-cutting among the
employees of the Flemish Government is amply compensated by
the growth in ILVO’s Own Capital funds.

Motivation through trust
One of the first major actions in the context of the new HR policy
plan is the ‘Motivation through Trust’ course, with Hermina Van
Coillie, an expert in the self-determination theory.
We want to use autonomous motivation as a lever for better
and longer work, better well-being, less absence, less stress and
reduced burnout.

The already good results of 2018 were even exceeded.
•
In general, I am satisfied with my current job: 4.5/5
•
In general, I feel good at my job: 4.4/5
•
I like doing my job content-wise: 4.6/5

HR-event VWI’s
On January 30, the biennial HR event of the Flemish Scientific
Institutes took place, with the theme ‘Quality time’.
Quality leadership, quality work and quality life were discussed by
speakers Wouter Duyck, Jeroen Camps and Marc Herremans.

Number of ILVO employees in 2020
Employees

FTE

FG

OC

total

FG

OC

total

dec 2017

249

342

591

221.7

324.1

545.8

dec 2018

239

370

609

211.8

346.6

558.4

dec 2019

231

415

646

207.1

388.0

595.1

dec 2020

223

454

677
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Research coordination 2020
Providing objective, transparent results and data

SDG anchoring within ILVO

Integrity policy - further professionalization

2020 will be a year for the history books. Even more than
before, the context in which ILVO conducts its research
is constantly changing. The priorities we set in research,
society’s expectations and the way we conduct our research,
all are subject to evolution. When society is flooded with
facts, opinions and trends, scientific research fulfils its most
important role: providing objective, transparent results
and data. The establishment of the Flemish Open Science
Board creates opportunities for all Flemish knowledge
institutions to accelerate the evolution towards even more
open and transparent research. ILVO is a co-signer on this
agreement. A clear plan for keeping research data upto-date, providing other institutions with metadata and
then making them available in an appropriate way to the
broader research community is a next step in increasing the
efficiency of research. ILVO wants to grow further in this as
an organization and is recruiting a data manager to provide
targeted training, coaching and outlining a data policy.

The SDGs or Sustainable Development Goals, the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals of the United Nations, are a global call to
work together for a sustainable society. Already in 2018, ILVO
partnered with CIFAL, a UN training center. After obtaining the
first certificate of SDG Pioneer, ILVO continued to work on the
path towards the certificate of SDG Champion in 2020. In addition
to embedding the SDGs in the operations of the institute, ILVO will
continue to evolve towards the most sustainable model possible.
Where ILVO already introduced systems thinking in research
projects a few years ago, the SDGs within ILVO were also viewed
through a systems lens. There is room for improvement in many
areas, but an integrated, positive and ambitious picture of the
future is a powerful way to inspire this transition project.

The functioning of a research institute stands or falls with the
correct and ethical behavior of all its employees. In 2020, ILVO
therefore focused on the further development of its integrity
policy. In 2020, ILVO continued to develop initiatives to raise
awareness, including a compulsory ‘dilemma training’ for all
employees. The Scientific Integrity Committee also dealt with 1
report in 2020. The findings of this study allowed us to further
professionalize the internal functioning.

Research projects - successful year
In line with previous years, 2020 was also a successful year for
ILVO. No fewer than 57 new research projects were started in the
course of the year, which means that we worked on 261 active
research projects in the past year! Results of ongoing research
were reported in 164 peer reviewed publications and in 87 other
scientific publications in 2020.
µ
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contact: bjorn.posse@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

Energy and buildings
Energy-efficient steam installation

InnovOcean Campus

ILVO built a new energy-efficient steam installation in 2020 to
supply steam to the experiments andprocesses in the Food Pilot.
The installation was co-financed by subsidies for energy-saving
measures issued through the VEB.

•

The (new) chimney was equipped with an economizer where
the heat of the exhaust gases is recovered.

•

All components were insulated to the highest standards.

The concept of the previous installation was retained: 2 steam
boilers which together can supply a large capacity, but each
can also operate separately in order to guarantee continuity of
steam supply. The historically dimensioned large capacity of 2 x
4.6 tons steam/h is reduced to a capacity of 2 x 2 tons steam/h.
The largest visual and conceptual adjustments to the plant were
brought about by a revision of all attachments around the steam
installation.

•

Historically, a collector with a multitude of steam circuits
was present for indirect heating of various buildings. This
collector could be removed entirely and was replaced by a
single supply pipe and return (condensation pipe) to the
Food Pilot.

•

The ‘Old Lab’ was still heated indirectly with steam via a heat
exchanger. This building received its own energy-efficiency
heating system with building management system.

•

Extra attention was paid to the recuperation of the
condensation water. In a follow-up project, additional
appliances will also be connected to the condensate network
in the Food Pilot.

In June 2020, Flemish Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries
Hilde Crevits laid the symbolic cornerstone of the new
InnovOcean Campus of ILVO and the Flemish Institute for
the Sea (VLIZ). The brand new state-of-the-art InnovOcean
Campus on the East bank in Ostend should give marine
research a boost. The construction of the campus involves
an investment of 20 million euros.
ILVO, VLIZ and its national and international partners are
scheduled to move in in 2022. The new, now also physical,
joining of forces of both institutes means a special extra
magnet for the region. Both renowned institutes are
complementary and have often worked together. With the
new building they are also together in one location.
The campus will be a new landmark on the skyline of
Ostend. A state-of-the-art research complex of no less
than 8,000 square meters. There will be offices, conference
facilities, a specialized library and numerous workshops and
laboratories. The new building will house 170 employees.
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ILVO in the European research landscape
European projects

International cooperation

ILVO remains committed to European research programs such
as Horizon 2020, INTERREG and EMFF. Within the Horizon 2020
program, ILVO has achieved a record success rate of 48% this year
with 14 approved projects. That represents €4.5 million in income.

ILVO is further expanding its international activities. ILVO has
concluded a framework agreement with Enabel, the Belgian
Development Agency, to be able to contribute as a partner
in the field of agricultural and fisheries research. Under the
umbrella of Flemish international climate financing, projects
were started in Columbia and Ethiopia.

The exchange of knowledge and researchers received an extra
impulse with our first project under the Marie Curie IF excellence
program, which stimulates the mobility of international postdocs,
as well as with our first INFRAIA project, which strengthens the
collaboration of European researchers by facilitating access to
research infrastructures.
European advice

7 fat years
With the completion of the European program period 20142020, we can look back on a very successful participation
rate. No fewer than 113 projects were started for a total of
€33.7 million in grants.

ILVO experts were heavily consulted by the European Commission
in the preparation of the new framework program Horizon Europe
(2021-27) with its partnerships and missions. This includes the
Green Deal with, among other things, the Farm To Fork Strategy.
Within the Standing Committee on Agricultural Research, which
advises the Commission, ILVO became active, by order of Flanders,
in the Foresight Group and in the Agroecology Working Group.

Number of EU projects 2014-2020

20

H2020

4 3 1
64

21

Interreg
EFMZV
EFRO
EFSA
LIFE

contact: cathy.plasman@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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External events

• Soy pioneers meeting
• Workshop - EnergyEvent
Southeast Netherlands and
Flanders - Glitch project
• Seminar - Marine scientists
present at 3 unique locations
with an ocean view
• Seminar - ‘The Other Chicken’
• Seminar - ‘Farmer clears the field’
• HR event Quality Time (Brussels)
Visit to Parliamentary
Committee on
Brussels, its Flemish
suburbs & Animal
Welfare and the
Parliamentary
Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries
and Rural Policy

BVLE (Belgian
Association for
Agricultural
Economics) visits
ILVO

• Florall fair Waregem Expo - Belgian
trade fair for ornamental plants
and nursery stock
• Signing of framework agreement
for Agroecological Trial Platform in
Hansbeke
• Evening seminar ‘Brand your Plant’
• Workshop on the Taxonomy &
Diagnostics of Plant Pathogenic
Bacteria
• PhD defense from Helder Maertens
‘Does the use of disinfectants in
animal husbandry lead to selection
of antimicrobial resistance?’
• Evening seminar ‘Brand your Plant’

Online forum discussion group: soil
life and soil quality in
vegetable cultivation
• Webinar on measurements during
production - Food Pilot
• PhD defense Maaike Vercauteren
’Unravelling the etiology of skin
ulcerations in common dab (Limanda
limanda) in the Belgian part of the
North Sea’
• Demo - workshop: Measurements
in production: Improving hygiene,
processing, product quality
Laying the
cornerstone of
InnovOcean Ostend

january

february

march

april

mai

june

july

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

IYPH
International
Year of Plant
Health

Paris Agricultural
Fair - ILVO signs MOU
with INRAE ‘Towards a
Chemical Pesticide-Free
agriculture’
WFSR
(Wageningen
Food Safety
Research) visits
ILVO
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• Seminar/Workshop: VVSG (Association
of Flemish Cities and Municipalities)
Food Day
• PhD defense from Lidong Ren:
‘Evaluation of soil compaction: effects,
prevention, alleviation and detection’
• Afternoon seminar ‘Nematodes in
vegetable cultivation’
• Workshop on species recognition ‘fish &
macrobenthos’ - Marine department in
Ostend

Breakfast/networking event
Agridagen Ravels - the first
application of DjustConnect

Participation in
72nd International
Symposium on Crop
Protection - Ghent

The Virtual Job
Market For Young
Researchers

PhD defense Raphael Tabase:
‘Impact of ventilation on ammonia
and odor emissions from swine barns’

Webinar series:
‘Recognizing and
preventing heat
stress in dairy
cattle’

Demo - First agroecological
trial platform Flanders
showcases its operation Hansbeke

Flemish Minister Hilde
Crevits @ ILVO:
Opportunities for a
healthy, new production
chain around alternative
proteins

• Webinar - EURL training (EU Reference
Laboratories for Pesticide Residues) on
Meloidogyne chitwoodi and M. fallax
• Seminar - Kickoff for Interreg project ‘Smart
Growers’
• Participation in Sound of Science - science
festival - Wachtebeke
• Dairy Picnic 1.0: practical and online info event
for dairy farmers
• Closing webinar of the COST IPEMA action:
‘Practical solutions for the castration issue of
piglets’
• Co-organization of the Digital SusCrop Projects
Interim Meeting
• Closing conference for the Interreg project
‘Food from Food’ - Food Pilot
• Seminar - Sustainable management of rays
in the English Channel and North Sea area;
SUMARiS Closing Conference

• Co-organization of the first webinar on
Food Microbiology BSFM (Belgian Society
for Food Microbiology)
• Online closing event BioBoost 2020
‘Towards a circular (greenhouse)
horticulture sector’
• Seminar on Food and Food Policy
• First online stakeholder meeting
ROADMAP on responsible use of
antibiotics
• Informational meeting for residents’
platform Lemberge - placement of a
wind turbine and hypermodern poultry
housing at ILVO
• Demo afternoon: possibilities of green
cover crops and optimal tire pressure
• Online symposium - Belgian Scientific
Health - Protecting Plants, Protecting
Life - FPS Public Health (belgium.be)
• Valgorize annual meeting
• Webinar seminar - ‘Business models in
agriculture’

• Release of videos and results from
PROTECOW: The technical and economic
results of the PROTECOW dairy farmers
after four years of support (interregprotecow.eu)
• FOD-Specenzym project + workshop
on the detection of GMMs organized by
FOD-Specenzym consortium
• Three-part webinar series ‘fair price’
(business models)
• Webinar on dairy and dairy analogs Food Pilot
• Hearing in Parliament on business
models
• Online workshop on benthos monitoring
• Webinar - Producing tasty pork in a
profitable way
• Webinar - How does ILVO contribute to a
futureproof poultry farm?
• Virtual tour on the Le Bailli dairy farm
• Webinar: Attention to animal welfare in
livestock farming

Job fair VLK - the student
association of the bioengineering sciences - Ghent

august

september

october

november

december

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Demo new crops:
lentils, chickpeas,
field beans, peas,
edamame, soy and
kidney beans Merelbeke

Demo about the use of
recuperated nutrients in
fertilizers on the farm NUTRIMAN – Merelbeke

• Doctoral defense Annatachja
De Grande: ‘Dietary zinc source
affects performance and
intestinal health in broilers’
• Doctoral defense Evert Heyrman:
‘Farm-specific strategies for the
reduction of boar taint’.

• Virtual round table (kick-off trajectory to action plan) on the theme of
farmer well-being - Flemish Minister Hilde Crevits participates
• EU project BovINE - Stakeholder event. Good practices in meat farming:
Learn from European colleagues!
• ‘SusAn’ 2-day event: Research Project Seminar for the co-funded call
SusAn and kick-off Project Seminar joint calls from SusAn, ERA-GAS and
ICT-AGRI
• Webinar - Alternative protein sources in animal husbandry: what does
ILVO have to offer?
• Belgian flat oyster day at MUMM (naturalsciences.be)
• Webinar ‘New at the Food Pilot: High Moisture extruder’.
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Internal events

O-day:
Research Day
• Short Chain
• Debate with Dick Veerman, editor-in-chief of foodlog.nl and opinion leader in the food ecosystem
and environmental landscape.
• Plant health? IYPH
• Building in agriculture, horticulture and fisheries?
Without cement, climate neutral?
• Stopping erosion?
• N farmer protest in the Netherlands
• Business models in agriculture
• Growing non-food raw materials in the field? Bioeconomy
• Castration
• ILVO and the innovating farming world
• Infographics
• Unmasking fake fish
• Salt on the field
• Satellites, drones and AI

New Year’s Wishes

Educational
presentations
Authenticity
of milk- and
cheese products
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Meet@eat@ILVO:
Valentine’s edition February 14, 2020
‘Agriculture is farming
and farmers are just
people’
How work and speak with
farmers even better? Are
there recipes for that?

ILVO family jogging for
young and old at the Plant
Sciences site
Cancelled

Comeback day for
new ILVO staff
Staff party
for ILVO colleagues
with partner
cancelled

1st internal COVID-19
newsletter (of many...) Taskforce ILVO
Agriculture evenings
canceled

january

february

march

april

mai

june

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Actions for cancer charity:
• sale of ILVO cycling clothes
• sale of ILVO running t-shirts
• winter BBQ
• sandwich lunch
• fish soup sale
• honey sale
• wine sale
• sale of handmade baby and
children’s clothing
• ...

Virtual
1000 km
ILVO

Start of sewing face masks +
protocol films
• Protocol for correct use of masks
• Protocol for cutting masks
• Protocol for assembling and reusing masks
•

Placeholder webinar #Team
ILVO-revive

Webinar:
Authenticity
and Food
Allergens

Webinar:
ILVO-ELK
Center of Expertise for
Agriculture and Climate
What and who is ILVO-ELK?

Interactive O-Day
Research day
• ILVO does podcasting
• European Farm to Fork
strategy

Meet@eat@ILVO:
HR policy plan
2020-2024

Online
speed
course
Presentation
techniques

O-day:
Digital Research Day
ILVO’s agrifood research landscape

july

august

september

october

november

december

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Webinar:
making videos
from A to Z

Meet@eat@ILVO: Opinion
pieces, social debate,
expressing personal views

Webinar:
Authenticity and Mass
Spectrometry

Webinar:
Plant-based
protein sources
HR Webinar:
• Personnel policy 2020-2024
• How does ILVO want to work on ‘motivation from trust’?
• #Team_ILVO_Revive
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Annual Report ILVO 2020
ILVO - Management
Burg. Van Gansberghelaan 92
9820 Merelbeke - Belgium
T +32 9 272 25 00
ilvo@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
www.ilvo.vlaanderen.be
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